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By lin delaney  
and lindsay Parvis

After years of disagreement in 
the Maryland General Assembly 
about how courts should decide 

contested custody cases, in 2013, the 
legislature established the Commission 
on Child Custody Decision Making 
(“Commission”). The Commission consisted 
of 20 appointees, ranging from attorneys, 
judges, and magistrates to mental health 
professionals, legislators, and advocates.
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Through HB687/Chapter 663, 
2013, the Legislature assigned the 
Commission a multitude of respon-
sibilities, some of which include:

• Holding five public hearings 
across Maryland;

• Studying how to make the estab-
lishment and modification of 
child custody orders more uni-
form, fair, and equitable;

• Studying how to promote and 
ensure that children have ongo-
ing relationships with each par-
ent and how to maximize the 
involvement of both parents in 
each child’s life, as well as the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of joint physical custody;

• Considering bias and discrimi-
nation, whether based on gender, 
use of exclusionary or discrimi-
natory language, and involving 
parents with mental health, sen-
sory, or physical disabilities;

• Studying statutes from other 
states and whether Maryland 
should have a statute that 
includes definitions and factors 
for consideration; and,

• Studying the literature and 
research on decision-making 
responsibility and physical cus-
tody determinations, including 
on child development in separa-
tion and divorce as well as with 
never-married parents.

The Commission appointed six 
Committees:

• Alternative Dispute Resolution;
• Court Process;
• Domestic Violence;
• Identifying and Eliminating Bias;
• Literature Review; and,
• Statutory Considerations.

On December 1, 2014, the 
Commission issued its final report, 

available online at the Maryland 
Manual On-Line website, http://
m s a . m a r y l a n d . g o v / m s a /
mdmanual/26excom/defunc t/
html/08childc.html (“final report”). 

The final report contains indi-
vidual, detailed Committee 
Recommendations and Reports and 
a draft statute. It features cutting-
edge thinking about child custody, 
and in particular contested cases. 
This article will focus on the final 
report’s discussion of the literature, 
rethinking “best interests,” the stat-
ute, and developments since the 
final report.

The Current research
The Literature Review Committee 
surveyed current literature (written 
in the last five years unless a seminal 
contribution) and its report sum-
marizes current research about what 
factors most affect a child’s long-
term adjustment and healthy devel-
opment. What emerges, from an 
attorney advocate’s perspective (as 
opposed to that of a mental health 
professional, which neither of this 
article’s authors are or pretend to 
be), is a spectrum when it comes to 
parenting arrangements that encour-
age a child’s long-term adjustment 
and healthy development. More 
precisely, it is a movement away 
from rigid, all-or-nothing thinking 
that lends itself to parent-focused 
custody disputes. For an attorney 
advocate, it is a shift toward child-
focused custody disputes, based 
on where this unique child falls on 
a spectrum of potential parenting 
schedules and not a formulaic set of 
rigid schedules.

Specifically, as discussed in the 
final report, the current research 
“align[s] against a simplistic 

approach which provides alternating 
weekend access as a ‘standard’ or 
‘typical’ time arrangement.” (Final 
Report, p. 35.) In fact, there is “an 
emerging consensus among social 
scientists regarding the amount of 
parenting time needed to promote 
and maintain a high-quality relation-
ship between a child and parents 
or parental figures. As a general 
rule, a minimum of 30 to 33 percent 
time with each parent is optimal 
when both parents are emotionally 
healthy and focused on the needs of 
their child.” (Id.) This is dependent, 
however, on the absence of “‘spe-
cial circumstances’ such as domestic 
violence, or a parent with substance 
abuse or mental health problems 
which significantly impair parenting 
abilities.” (Id.)

Therefore, when both parents are 
emotionally healthy and focused on 
the needs of their child, “a child’s 
adjustment and healthy develop-
ment is enhanced when the child 
enjoys high-quality relationships 
with both parents, with both par-
ents actively involved in their child’s 
life, participating in a wide range 
of everyday activities and routine 
parenting tasks.” (Id.) Those tasks, 
combined with other factors such 
as: “the quality (cooperation versus 
conflict) of the relationship between 
the parents…, the quality of the 
parenting, the parents’ psychologi-
cal adjustment, the developmental 
needs of the child, the availability of 
adequate resources, and the child’s 
ability to maintain significant rela-
tionships” (Id.), point the way to 
the factors that generally predict 
a child’s adjustment and healthy 
development.

“Quality” and “quantity” of time 
are in constant tension in any con-
tested custody matter. More time 
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equals more quality, or more quality 
justifies less time, less quality means 
less time, and so on. This leads to 
territorial and possessive thinking 
about parenting – a parent’s time and 
rights as opposed to the child’s. The 
research above (which is no substitute 
for reading the report or engaging 
expert assistance) invites a shift away 
from territoriality and possession. It 
promotes a combination of quantity 
and quality, when parents are healthy 
and child-focused, to fashion parent-
ing time based on more time (but 
not a rigidly preset amount) and 

the quality of the parent, the parent-
ing, and the parent’s involvement in 
day-to-day tasks – with the goal of 
the child’s long-term adjustment and 
health development.

It is important to note that the 
Committee reviewed research as it 
relates to children of divorce and 
children of never-married parents. 
Speaking broadly, these conclusions 
apply to all children who find them-
selves having to live between two 
homes.

So, the question is: where does 
this specific, unique child fall on 

this spectrum when fashioning a 
parenting arrangement (or, to use 
the traditional, but territorial terms, 
of physical and legal custody, and 
visitation)? 

Which, of course, leads to more 
questions:

• How can an overtaxed court 
system focus on the unique 
child and where he/she falls 
within this spectrum, while 
processing a high volume of 
cases (many of which involve 
self-represented litigants)?
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• How can courts across the state 
reach decisions – based upon a 
child-focused spectrum (and not 
a rigid formula, habit, or out-
dated research) – founded on the 
current research (as opposed to 
a multitude of aging, if not obso-
lete, appellate opinions)?

• How can such decisions be made 
relatively consistently and com-
municated to be easily under-
stood by litigants (represented 
and unrepresented)?

The short answer: a statute. The long 
answer: reinventing “best interests.”

The 331-page final report comes 
with a wealth of information and 
insight that by its very existence 
will enhance the opportunities for 
more positive outcomes for children 
of separation and divorce. Among 
many other things, the Commission 
proposed Maryland’s first Custody 
Decision-Making Statute. If nothing 
else, adopting this or a like statute 
can and should forever remedy the 
current lack of transparency that 
currently exists in the Maryland 
law with respect to overall custody 
decision-making. At present, there 
is no statute that outlines the cri-
teria a court must consider when 
called upon to make a determina-
tion of custody. To the extent they 
exist at all, those considerations are 
found buried within decades of case 
law. While this is a problem for all 
involved in the family law system, it 
is particularly difficult if not impos-
sible for self-represented individu-
als to understand their burden of 
proof and all related considerations 
in the context of a custody case. This 
situation can lead to unnecessary 
litigation, inappropriate litigation 
outcomes, and less-than-optimal 
settlements.

Equally important, this statute will 
remedy the current lack of a child-
centered, developmentally appropri-
ate and uniform statutory framework 
for finding what is in the best interest 
of a child in the context of a custody 
determination. Currently, there is no 
statute or case law that requires the 
Court to consider the actual spe-
cific and unique needs of the child 
in question. While case law is replete 
with references to the “best interest” 
standard, it really does not provide 
the guidance as to what evidence is 
necessary to meet that standard. As 
articulated by highly regarded psy-
chologist, researcher and scholar, 
Joan B. Kelly, Ph.D.,

“[the best interest standard is] a 
broad concept, open to idiosyn-
cratic interpretation, it is most 
often used in the adversarial 
divorce to advance the interests 
and goals of each of the dis-
puting parents simultaneously. 
Not surprisingly, such use of  the 
best interests banner often results 
in contradictory and confusing 
opinions, both expert and non-
expert, about what particular cus-
tody or access arrangements will 
benefit the child of separation 
and divorce.”  

Joan B. Kelly, The Best Interest of the 
Child, A Concept in Search of Meaning, 
Family and Conciliation Courts 
Review, Vol. 35, 377-387, 377 (Sage 
Publications, 1997). Such is the case 
in the State of Maryland.

Although there exist many impor-
tant “best interest” factors to be con-
sidered in cases involving custody 
disputes embedded in the case law, 
none of those factors, individually or 
collectively, demand that the litigant 
prove, or the factfinder determine, 

the developmental and day-to-day 
needs specific to the child in ques-
tion or the ability of the parents to 
meet those specific needs. Except 
for establishing the broad and unde-
veloped categories of age, sex, and 
health of the child and including for 
consideration a parent’s “ability to 
maintain a stable and appropriate 
home,” there is little to no guidance 
on how to analyze any of these fac-
tors in a given case, for a given child.   

The authors of this article sub-
mit that this lack of guidance or 
core analysis of the individual child 
is a fundamental systemic problem 
for Maryland’s children of separa-
tion and divorce. That is to say, we 
currently treat this population of 
children more like a class than as 
individuals with unique strengths 
and challenges. For example, there 
is no articulated analysis to deter-
mine what constitutes a stable and 
appropriate home for one child as 
opposed to another child. There is 
no articulated analysis that guides a 
factfinder’s consideration as to what 
shared parenting time schedule 
meets the developmental and day-
to-day needs of a child. Needless to 
say, the list of examples could go on 
and on.  

So, where does this leave 
Maryland families of separation and 
divorce? Ironically, with a family 
law system that spends most of its 
time, in and out of court, trying to 
understand and meet the best inter-
ests of the parents, as determined by the 
parents. In our view, the powerful 
needs and wants of parents during 
separation and divorce can and will 
overwhelm and overrun almost any 
best interest analysis unless there 
is a legally mandated core analysis 
that outlines what objective criteria 
will be considered when identifying 
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the specific needs of the child and 
the parent’s ability to meet those 
needs. Until that time, most of these 
parents will have no external force 
requiring them to subjugate their 
own needs long enough to under-
stand and appreciate the needs of 
their children in both the short and 
long term. These parents are just in 
too much pain to recognize what is 
in the best interest of their children, 
particularly in light of the fact that 

what is in the children’s best interest 
is often counter-intuitive.

Additionally, this leaves Maryland 
families of separation and divorce 
forced to navigate a family law sys-
tem that works in an analytical vac-
uum. That is, when conducting a 
best interest analysis, litigant and 
factfinder alike do so without an 
analytical means to determine the 
specific needs of the child when con-
sidering parenting time and respon-

sibilities. We submit that this is not 
an acceptable place to be nor is it too 
late or too much to change. In simple 
terms, it is time to flip the analysis: 
first figure out the individual child’s 
needs, then figure out how his or her 
parents can meet those needs. This 
requires a statutory framework that 
gives us the mandate and the tools 
to do just that.

Fortunately, from our interpre-
tation of the commission report, 
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the proposed model statute (Final 
Report, p. 11-24) fills this vacuum. It 
expressly recognizes the importance 
of protecting and supporting the 
individual child’s emotional security 
and positive self-image, interperson-
al skills, intellectual and cognitive 
growth. It recognizes the complexity 
and importance a child’s day-to-day 
life as well as providing a realistic 
scope to what constitutes the day-
to-day needs of a child. In addition 
to food, clothing, and shelter, the 
proposed statute includes required 
consideration of those formative 
everyday functions and activities 
that promote a child’s socialization, 
culture and mental health.

The Statute
The Commission’s model statute is 
far too long to reproduce in this 
article. It proposes updates to and 
consolidation of existing statutory 
language in the Family Law Article 
(Titles 5 and 9). More importantly, it 
proposes:

• definitions, which invite a 
rethinking of the best interests 
and existing possessive thinking 
and language;

• a stated purpose: to promote sta-
bility and long-term health and 
welfare for children, focused on 
frequent, regular, and continu-
ing contact with parents, encour-
aging parents to share responsi-
bilities, to name a few;

• specific and stated factors the 
court either shall or may con-
sider;

• that the court shall articulate its 
findings of fact and consider-
ation of the factors;

• language to address bias as it 
relates to a party’s gender, sex-
ual orientation, gender identity, 

age, race, religion, marital sta-
tus, disability, earning capacity 
or financial circumstances, and 
extramarital sexual conduct;

• legal decision-making author-
ity (formerly, legal custody) that 
emphasizes joint decision mak-
ing (with and without final deci-
sion-making), not sole;

• language codifying law on mod-
ification and relocation; and,

• a process for recognizing and 
addressing third-party custody 
and visitation.

In the 2015 legislative session, Del. 
Kathleen Dumais and Sen. Susan Lee 
introduced HB1083/SB550 – Child 
Custody – Legal Decision Making 
and Parenting Time. HB1083/SB550 
was substantially based upon, but 
not identical to, the Commission’s 
proposed statute. Legislative hear-
ings were held on HB1083/SB550, 
but the bills did not get out of com-
mittee or pass into law.

This is not the first attempt to 
pass a custody statute. Over the 
past 15 years, several proposals have 
been made for a factors-based stat-
ute. However, those have largely 
attempted to codify existing case 
law. The Commission’s model stat-
ute and HB1083/SB550 are unique 
because they are based on current 
research.

Both – together or on their own 
– make important and necessary 
strides toward child-focused parent-
ing determinations, instead of cur-
rent parent-focused ones.

The definitions define and shift 
the linguistic focus to “legal deci-
sion-making” and “parenting time,” 
away from possessory and territorial 
terms like “legal custody,” “physical 
custody,” “visitation,” or “access.”

Both include specific language that 

addresses the reality that many chil-
dren are raised by or have important 
relationships with people who are 
not adoptive or biological parents or 
caregivers. This is especially neces-
sary in light of Troxel v. Granville, its 
Maryland progeny, and most recent-
ly the Court of Special Appeals’s 
condemnation of current third-party 
custody law and call for legislative 
action in Conover v. Conover.

Both contain a statement of public 
policy to: promote the stability and 
long-term health and welfare for 
children by “assuring that children 
have frequent, regular, and con-
tinuing contact with parents who 
have shown the ability to act in the 
best interests of their children” and 
“encouraging parents to share in the 
rights and responsibilities of raising 
their children when the parents do 
not reside together,” among others.

Enumerated factors the court shall 
consider are:

• ability of the parties to meet 
the child’s developmental needs, 
including: ensuring physical 
safety, supporting emotional 
security, promoting interperson-
al skills; and, promoting intellec-
tual and cognitive growth;

• relationship between the child, 
parties, and child’s siblings, 
other relatives, and other signifi-
cant relationships;

• ability of the parties to meet day-
to-day needs, including: educa-
tion, socialization, culture and 
religion, food, shelter, clothing, 
and mental and physical health;

• each party’s ability to: consider 
and act on the child’s needs as 
opposed to the party’s desires; 
protect the child from the par-
ties’ conflict; and, maintain rela-
tionships with the other party, 
siblings, other relatives, and 
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other important relationships;
• evidence of exposure of the child 

to domestic violence, abuse, or 
neglect;

• age and gender of the child; and,
• military deployment of a party.
  
Stated factors the court may con-

sider are:
• evidence of prior court orders or 

agreements;
• parental responsibilities and par-

ticular parenting tasks customar-
ily performed by each party;

• proximity of the parties’ homes 
as it relates to their ability to 
coordinate parenting time, 
school, and activities;

• relationship between the par-
ties, including ability to effec-
tively communicate with each 
other and to co-parent the child 
without disruption to the child’s 
school and school life;

• the extent either party has initi-
ated or engaged in frivolous or 
vexatious litigation;

• the child’s preference if of suf-
ficient age and capacity and the 
court considers the child’s pos-
sible susceptibility to manipula-
tion; and,

• any other factor the court consid-
ers appropriate in determining 
how to best serve the physical, 
developmental, and emotional 
needs of the child.

Both would require the court to 
articulate its findings of fact, includ-
ing its consideration of the enumer-
ated mandatory or optional factors, 
any other factors the court consid-
ered, and the weight given.

Until a statute passes, the benefits 
of the Commission’s work will not be 
experienced by Maryland’s children, 
at least not reliably or uniformly.

developments Since the 
Commission
Fortunately, in addition to HB1083/
SB550, there are other positive devel-
opments from the Commission’s 
work that will move us – albeit it 
incrementally – toward rethinking 
“best interests.” Specifically, a few of 
the notable initiatives under way so 
far include:

• Drafting statewide court rules to 
implement standards and proce-
dures for emergency and expe-
dited relief in family law matters. 
For example, to address serious 
physical, emotional harm to the 
child, removal of financial sup-
port of a child, removal of a child 
from the jurisdiction, complete 
denial of access to a child, disrup-
tion of a child’s schooling; and,

• Requiring parenting plans in a 
standardized format and requir-
ing the parties to file parent-
ing plans that articulate what is 
sought for this particular family.

• Reintroducing HB1083/SB550, 
or a very similar version, in 
the 2016 legislative session. 
Legislative progress is generally 
a marathon and not a sprint. It 
will take time and effort.

Conclusion
The invaluable work of the 
Commission deserves discussion 
and implementation, for Maryland’s 
children to benefit. A statute is the 
key to shifting the existing process 
from parent-focused to child-focused 
parenting determinations, consid-
ering factors supported by current 
research, in a more consistent, trans-
parent, and understandable process 
for courts, lawyers, and litigants.

Ms. Delaney is a senior partner and  
co-founder of Delaney McKinney, LLP, 
in Chevy Chase, Maryland. Ms. Parvis is 
a partner at Dragga, Hannon, Hessler & 
Wills, LLP, in Rockville, Maryland.
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The Crossover
Between Family Law 
and Education Law

By Carolyn Thaler, 
Margaret-ann F. Howie, 
and rochelle Eisenberg 

Child Custody cases 
are fought on many 
battlegrounds that affect 
children, including 
healthcare, education, 
living arrangements, 
and even participation 
in sports and other 
extracurricular activities. 
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The issue of a child’s education 
often arises shortly after parents 
separate and resettle in different 
locations, affecting which school 
the child will attend. The land-
scape of education law is changing 
because of family dynamics and 
often contentious battles between 
some parents who refuse to come 
to an agreement about the child’s 
educational needs.

When our public schools become 
battlegrounds for warring parents, 
both students and school staff are 
left battered and bruised. These 
conflicts can be complicated by the 
mandates of education law. Few par-
ents or their advisors are aware that 
Maryland and federal education law 
grants specific rights and remedies 
to parents and guardians regarding 
school attendance, access to pro-
grams and availability of services. At 
the same time, schools are governed 
by laws and regulations that often 
make yielding to competing parental 
demands impossible. 

This article will explore the inter-
section of Maryland education law 
and family law and provide some 
insight about how to avoid inevita-
ble collisions and minimize damage 
to a child’s learning environment 
when such collisions occur. 

a Winding Path: The 
rights of Custodial and 
non-Custodial Parents
The Maryland Court of Appeals in 
Taylor v. Taylor, 306 Md. 290, 296, 508 
A.2d 964, 967 (1986), explained the 
nuances of child custody:

“embraced within the meaning 
of ‘custody’ are the concepts of 
‘legal’ and ‘physical’ custody. 
Legal custody carries with it the 

right and obligation to make long 
range decisions involving educa-
tion, religious training, discipline, 
medical care, and other matters 
of major significance concerning 
the child’s life and welfare . . . 
. Physical custody, on the other 
hand, means the right and obli-
gation to provide a home for the 
child and to make the day-to-
day decisions required during the 
time the child is actually with the 
parent having such custody.”

The court plainly stated that nei-
ther parent’s right is superior when 
joint legal custody exists.Thus, a 
noncustodial parent, in the absence 
of an agreement to the contrary, 
generally has no right to make deci-
sions about a child’s education. See 
generally, Fanning v. Warfield, 252 
Md. 18 (1969); Elk Grove Unified 
School District v. Newdow, 542 U.S. 
1 (2004)(noncustodial parent lacked 
standing to challenge the Pledge of 
Allegiance statute). 

Maryland Education law:  
a Brief overview
The Maryland State Board of 
Education (“MSBE”) is charged 
with the authority to explain the 
“true intent and meaning” of 
the Education Article. Md. Ed. 
Code Ann., § 2-205(e). Moreover, 
Maryland’s twenty-four local public 
school systems are subject to the reg-
ulatory authority of the State Board. 
The Education Article, as interpreted 
by the State Board of Education, 
governs enrollment, school atten-
dance, access to special programs 
and discipline of students. 

First Intersection: Enrollment 
Students must attend “a public 

school in the county where the 
child is domiciled with the child’s 
parent, guardian or relative pro-
viding informal kinship care.” Md. 
Ed. Art., §7-101(b)(1). The statute 
encompasses two key concepts: 
residency (in which county does 
the child live?) and attendance dis-
trict (which school is closest to 
the child’s domicile?). Therefore, 
when parents are granted joint cus-
tody, domicile becomes a question 
of fact to determine the appropri-
ate school enrollment. When par-
ents live in separate school atten-
dance districts, or even in different 
jurisdictions, a child may well be 
considered “domiciled” with both 
parents. Moreover, judges’ orders 
directing enrollment in a particu-
lar school—and some direct enroll-
ment to schools in other counties-
-contravene the Education Article. 

“Yield” Signs: Domicile 
Family law practitioners should 
carefully review the agreements to 
determine whether the child will 
be “domiciled” with one parent or 
another. Additionally, when individ-
ual schools are mentioned in court 
orders or separation agreements 
(and this is sometimes the case), 
the matter can become complicated 
when the school is not the child’s 
county of residence, the school does 
not have the right grade for the 
child, or the school closes. 

The State Board does not permit 
“school shopping.” That is, “a child 
who has established a superficial 
residence in a school district for the 
sole purpose of attending its schools 
is not a bona fide resident.” Armour 
v. Board of Education of Montgomery 
County, 2 Op. MSBE 123 (1979). A 
student or her parents cannot choose 
schools because of preference, nor 
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should such forum shopping be a 
part of a custody decree. 

Another Intersection: School Records
Parental conflicts do not cease after 
students are enrolled in the prop-
er school. On the contrary, parents 
often continue their disagreements 
in the front office, at the PTA meet-
ings, about field trips, during pick 
up and drop of at school, and at 
annual Back-to-School nights. 

Student records are governed by 
federal law and regulation as well as 
state law regulation. Many Maryland 
local school systems have policies 
or regulations as well. The Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(“FERPA”), 20 U.S.C. 1232g, and its 
implementing regulations at 34 CFR 
§ 99, define “education records” as 
those “directly related to the stu-
dent” and “maintained by the edu-

cational agency or institution or 
any party acting for the agency.” 20 
U.S.C. § 1232g(a)(4)(A)(i), 34 CFR 
§ 99.3. Federal law requires that 
annual notices to parents disclose 
the right to refuse to release direc-
tory information. See 34 CFR § 99.7. 
Parents must also be notified of their 
right to review, inspect and amend 
“inaccurate or misleading” educa-
tion records. Schools are required 
to “disseminate to . . . all identi-
fied non- custodial parents” their 
rights under the regulation. COMAR 
13A.08.02.30G

State regulations limit which 
records can be provided to noncusto-
dial parents when presented with “a 
court order or legally binding instru-
ment such as a separation agree-
ment, which provides that the non-
custodial parent may not have access 
to the student’s student record or 

other school-related information.” 
COMAR 13A.08.02.03.30F. Schools 
routinely request and review court 
orders and separation agreements 
to determine the scope of a non-
custodial parent’s rights.

To avoid unnecessary collisions at 
this busy intersection, orders should 
clearly state whether a parent may 
access school records. Moreover, 
orders should specify which par-
ent has the right to amend student 
records or consent to the release of 
directory information. 

a dangerous Intersection-
Special Education
One of the most contentious and 
heavily litigated areas of educa-
tion law is special education. The 
federal Individual with Disabilities 
Education Act (“IDEA”) requires 
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that eligible disabled students 
receive special education and relat-
ed services if they are between the 
ages of 3 and 21, meet the definition 
of one or more of the categories 
of disabilities specified in IDEA, 
and are in need of special educa-
tion and related services as a result 
of the disability or disabilities. 20 
U.S.C. §§ 1400-87. Services are also 
provided to eligible children, from 
birth though age 3. The disabilities 
covered by the law are intellectual 
disability (formerly called mental 
retardation), hearing impairments 
(including deafness), speech or lan-
guage impairments, visual impair-
ments (including blindness), emo-
tional disturbance, orthopedic 
impairments, autism, traumatic 
brain injury, other health impair-
ments (e.g., asthma, attention defi-
cit hyperactivity disorder, diabetes, 
epilepsy, a heart condition, Tourette 
syndrome), specific learning dis-
abilities (including dyslexia), deaf-
blindness, and multiple disabilities. 
A student who meets the eligibility 
requirements under IDEA qualifies 
for an Individualized Education 
Program (IEP). The IEP spells out 
the services to be provided to the 
disabled child, along with the nec-
essary accommodations and modifi-
cations. Each IEP also identifies the 
placement of the child. Placement 
refers to where the services are to 
be implemented. All of the deci-
sions that go into the development 
of the IEP have been the subject 
of litigation between parents and 
school systems, can be the cause 
of great friction between parents, 
and can be the cause of unjustified 
anger against the educators who are 
tasked with developing and imple-
menting the IEP. It is not unheard 
of for parents to become so heated 
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at IEP team meetings that the meet-
ings must be recessed.

The IEP process starts with assess-
ment of the child. 20 U.S.C. § 1414(a)
(1)(b). Written informed parental 
consent is required for assessment. 
If neither parent provides consent, 
the student cannot be assessed and, 
no matter how severe the disability, 
the child will not receive special 
education. In most cases, consent 
is provided. The most frequent cir-
cumstance when consent is not pro-
vided is when consent is sought for 
a psychological assessment. Many 
parents are fearful the psychologi-
cal assessment will result in their 
child’s being labeled and, they 
believe, stigmatized as emotionally 
disturbed. Or the parents are con-
cerned that a low cognitive score 
will result in lowered expectations 
for their child. It is not unusual for 
the parents of a child with Downs 
Syndrome to refuse consent for a 
psychological assessment for that 
reason. Significant disagreements 
often arise between parents over 
the assessment issue, and when the 
parents are separated or divorced, 
the disagreements impact the entire 
IEP process. The disagreements take 
myriad forms: the noncustodial par-
ent may claim that the custodial 
parent is ignoring the educational 
needs of the child; a parent may 
claim that the student’s rages and 
aggression in class are caused by 
mistreatment by the other parent 
and are not due to an emotional dis-
ability; or a parent may argue that 
the impact of the student’s ADHD 
would disappear if only the stu-
dent would take medication that the 
other parent opposes. Parents will 
sometimes explode at the educators 
in the IEP meeting, or sometimes 
they will come together because the 

one thing they agree upon is want-
ing an appropriate education for 
their child. Parents sometimes bring 
their family law attorneys with them 
to the IEP meetings; if the parents 
are not involved in custodial issues, 
they typically bring attorneys with 
some experience in special educa-
tion. But usually attorneys do not 
become involved in the IEP process 
until the development of the initial 
IEP or subsequent IEPs.

Assuming that the student has 
been assessed and found eligible 
for special education, the IEP team 
develops the IEP. Parents are par-
ticipants in the development of the 
IEP. Typically, a draft IEP is brought 
to the IEP table and then reviewed 
and revised by the IEP team. 
Disagreements may arise over the 
goals and objectives included in the 
IEP document. But most often, the 
disagreement is over the hours of 
service and placement of the child. 
The IEP is supposed to be imple-
mented in the Least Restrictive 
Environment (“LRE”), which means 
that the student must be placed with 
nondisabled children to the maxi-
mum extent appropriate. Parents 
may disagree with the number of 
hours their child is included in gen-
eral education or receives pull-out 
special education services. In some 
cases, the disagreement is over 
whether the student’s needs can 
be met in the public school system 
or whether the student needs to be 
educated in a non-public school at 
taxpayer expense, which, when the 
cost of transportation is figured in, 
can easily reach six figures. In rare 
cases, the question is whether the 
student needs a residential place-
ment, again at taxpayer expense. 
Significant educational benefits are 
derived from inclusion in general 

education, as it is in general educa-
tion that students are exposed to the 
general education curriculum and 
typical peer models. But when the 
benefits to be derived from inclu-
sion are minimal and the student 
may only receive a free, appropri-
ate public education (FAPE) in a 
more self-contained, special educa-
tion setting, then a pull-out, small 
class setting may be the appropriate 
placement. School systems are not 
required to provide the “best” or 
“maximum” education but, instead, 
a FAPE. See Board of Education of the 
Hendrick Hudson Cent. Sch. Dist. v. 
Rowley, 458 U.S. 176 (1982). Every 
bell and whistle does not have to 
be provided, so long as the student 
can receive meaningful educational 
benefit from the education provid-
ed. This issue is often a source of 
contention. The matter of placement 
is one that is debated by parents 
who have custody disagreements, 
as one parent may want the child to 
go to the neighborhood school and 
the other will want the nonpublic 
school. One parent’s signature is all 
that is needed to revoke consent for 
an IEP, even if the other parent dis-
agrees, Letter to Ward, 56 IDELR 237 
(OSEP 2010), which action can be 
the impetus of a parental argument 
at the IEP table.

When there is disagreement, the 
parties may file for a due process 
hearing, which is held by the Office 
of Administrative Hearings (OAH). 
These hearings result in full-blown 
trials, which can last days. Appeals 
are to the local circuit court or fed-
eral district court; most appeals are 
heard by the federal district court, as 
these courts have more experience 
in these cases. Outside of appeals of 
OAH decisions, local judges do not 
have jurisdiction to make IEP deci-
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sions, such as placement decisions. 
A judge issuing a custody decision 
cannot order a special education stu-
dent to attend a particular school, 
have the student receive therapy ser-
vices in school, or require a school 
system to fund a nonpublic place-
ment. These are decisions to be made 
by the IEP teams. But a local judge 
may order parents to participate in 
the IEP team process, unlike the 
public schools, which cannot require 
parents to participate in the IEP team 
process. The schools welcome the 
participation of both parents, which 
sometimes does not occur absent a 
court order.

Challenging local  
School decisions,  
the administrative  
appeal Process 
There are several issues that may 
arise during a child custody dispute 
regarding the child’s public school 
placement, including the issues of 
where the child will attend school in 
accordance with his or her new resi-
dence and whether the child has spe-
cial needs that require testing and an 
IEP. This triggers another challenge 
for families going through separation 
and divorce. In addition to the stress 
of the separation and divorce, the 
child may move to a new neighbor-
hood and school.

Generally, the child will attend 
school where the custodial parent 
resides. However, when custody 
is joint and split equally, it is not 
clear which school district the child 
should attend. Sometimes a child 
will be assigned according to his or 
her residence in a school that is not 
suitable for the child, and parents 
may decide to file a Special Transfer 
Request to have the child remain 

in his or her current school. A par-
ent may move in with a relative or 
friend and enroll the child in that 
school district as the child’s official 
residence. Oftentimes, these requests 
are denied because the permanency 
of that residence can’t be established.

The residency requirement is met, 
per COMAR 13A.02.06.02, when the 
child is living with parent or guard-
ian, paying tuition if not a resident 
or homeless under 42 U.S.C. § 1302.

Under Md. Ann. Code, Education 
Article § 4-205(c), any decision of 
the superintendent may be appealed 
to the local Board of Education. 
Depending on the size of the county, 
the appeal process is similar. The 
local Board of Education may hear an 
appeal of the superintendent’s deci-
sion or forward it to a hearing exam-
iner who is retained by the Board 
to hear education appeals under § 
6-203(a) of the Education Article. 
Generally, these cases fall into a few 
different categories regarding stu-
dent placements: (1) a conditional 
living arrangement or kinship resi-
dence in accordance with COMAR 
07.02.09.02B(ii), whereby a parent 
moves in with a relative or friend 
and maintains that the child should 
be enrolled in that school district. 

The administration generally 
requires a variety of identifying 
information, including a lease, a 
driver’s license, bank statements, a 
utility or phone bill, a court order, 
and a separation or divorce decree. 
See A.W. v. Montgomery County Board 
of Education, MSBE, Op. No. 07-10 
(2007). The school administration 
often discovers the discrepancy 
when a child reports an address that 
doesn’t comport with the one that 
has been provided by the parent. 

The administration will then send 
a pupil personnel worker to inves-

tigate. This often results in a letter 
to the parent documenting that an 
investigation has occurred, that the 
child is not residing at the address 
provided, and that the parents are 
requested to remove the child from 
the school by a certain date. Parents 
may appeal the superintendent’s 
decision under Education Article § 
4-205(c), and a hearing would be 
held on the record to review the cir-
cumstances. 

The second situation is the Special 
Permission Transfer that a parent 
may file requesting that a child be 
allowed to remain in the school that 
he or she has been attending, even 
though the parent has moved to a 
different location - sometimes, out of 
the county entirely. The parent must 
make a case that there are special cir-
cumstances including childcare, spe-
cial program, hardship and a variety 
of issues that are usually spelled out 
in the policy and rules for that local 
school district. Cf. No Child Left 
Behind Act, 20 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq. 

It is well settled that there is no 
right or privilege to attend a particu-
lar school. See Bernstein v. Board of 
Education of Prince George’s County, 
245 Md. 464, 472 (1966). 

The appeal process also comes 
into play when a child has been 
admitted to a magnet school and has 
moved out of the jurisdiction but 
requests that he or she be allowed 
to continue to attend that school or 
applies for a magnet program but is 
not admitted due to his or her lottery 
number or tests results.

Administrative hearings under § 
4-205(c) present greater flexibility 
than hearings before administrative 
law judges. The superintendents and 
county boards have promulgated 
rules to ensure greater efficiency 
and timelines for appeal. The stan-
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dard of review that the State Board 
of Education applies to appeals is 
that the local Board’s decision is 
prima facia correct and the State 
Board will not substitute its judg-
ment unless the decision is arbitrary, 
illegal or unreasonable. See COMAR 
13.A.01.05.05. 

The family law attorney may 
be called upon to represent his or 
her client at an appeal hearing or 
offer advice to help prepare the case 
before the hearing examiner. The cli-
ent must appeal the decision of the 
superintendent or his designee to 
the local Board of Education within 
thirty (30) days. A hearing date will 
be set, and the superintendent’s legal 
counsel sends a letter explaining the 
Board’s policies and rules and the 
role of the hearing examiner. 

The superintendent will be repre-
sented by counsel at the hearing. The 
appellant parent has the opportunity 
to present evidence and cross-exam-
ine witnesses. The hearing examiner 
hears the case de novo, so it is espe-
cially important that the appellant 
be prepared to explain the case in a 
thorough and comprehensive man-
ner. If the appellant has documents 
or evaluations regarding the child, 
it is important to supply them and 
bring an expert witness, if possible. 

If an attorney is not going to be 
representing a parent in the appeal, 
it is suggested that the attorney 
advise his or her client as to how 
the hearing is conducted and what 
the kinds of information would be 
helpful for the hearing examiner to 
review. After the hearing concludes, 
the appellant will receive a copy of 
the transcript. However, some coun-
ties do not supply a copy and the 
appellant must pay for it. Some juris-
dictions audio tape the hearing and 
do not transcribe it unless there is an 

appeal to the State Board. Generally, 
the hearing examiner will allow the 
appellant(s) and superintendent time 
to file a memorandum after the hear-
ing concludes with additional infor-
mation or argument. Thirty (30) days 
after the memorandum is due, the 
hearing examiner issues Findings 
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and a 
Recommendation to the local Board 
of Education. The hearing examiner 
does not make a final decision. The 
appellant can request an opportunity 
to present oral argument to the local 
Board if he or she does not agree with 
the hearing examiner’s decision. The 
local Board can decide to accept or 
reject the hearing examiner’s recom-
mendation.

However, the decision regarding 
school placement rests with the local 
Board of Education. If the appellant 
is not satisfied with the local Board’s 
decision, he or she may appeal to the 
State Board of Education within a 
thirty (30) day period, and the State 
Board would issue a decision regard-
ing this matter. The appellant can 
then file a petition for judicial review 
in the Circuit Court, followed by the 
state appellate court process. 

There are many children who 

become homeless as the result of the 
hardship from a divorce or separa-
tion. Maryland has adopted detailed 
regulations entitled “Programs for 
Homeless Children” in accordance 
with the McKinney-Vento Homeless 
Assistance Act, as amended by the 
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. See 
COMAR 13A.05.09. These cases are 
heard on an expedited basis because 
of the emergency nature.

It is in the child’s best interest to 
be settled in the best school setting 
possible. Working directly with the 
school administration and providing 
the best information may help your 
client avoid an appeal process that 
may be lengthy and unsuccessful. 

Ms. Thaler is an attorney with Turnbull, 
Nicholson & Sanders, P.A., and is a 
Hearing Examiner for local boards 
of education around the state. Ms. 
Howie serves as general counsel to the 
Baltimore County Public Schools and is 
a member of the Maryland Council of 
Local School Board Attorneys and a past 
chairperson of the In House Counsel 
Committee of NSBA’s Council of School 
Attorneys. Ms. Eisenberg is a member 
of Pessin Katz Law, P.A. where she 
practices in the areas of Education and 
Employment law. She represents numer-
ous school systems in Maryland and is 
co-author of The Maryland School Law 
Deskbook.
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The Legislative 
History of 
the Infamous 
Section 5-801 
on Unattended 
Children
By Stana B. Kimball

M any Marylanders have heard of Danielle and 
Alexander Meitiv, the Silver Spring parents who 
were investigated last year by Child Protection 

Services (CPS) of the Maryland Department of Human Resources 
(DHR) for child neglect after letting their 6- and 10-year-old 
children walk home from the local park alone. Many of them 
were pleased when CPS’s original finding of “unsubstantiated” 
child neglect was overturned in May 2015.
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A month later, Social Services 
Administration of DHR issued a new 
policy directive revising its screen-
ing guidelines, clarifying that Family 
Law Article Section 5-801, which 
prohibits leaving children under 
the age of 8 confined in enclosed 
spaces without a caretaker at least 
13 years of age, does not apply to 
unattended children outdoors. 
Department of Human Resources, 
Social Services Administration, Child 
Protective Services Screening and Case 
Determination Process, SSA - CW # 
15-30, June 5, 2015, at 9. The directive 
also noted that the original version of 
the law was enacted as part of a fire 
code. See Id.

This information prompted a fur-
ther investigation of what lead to such 
law in the first place and how and 
why it was amended to its current 
version. Unfortunately, Maryland leg-
islative history does not have quite the 
same materials that are produced at 
the federal level. Nevertheless, brows-
ing through volumes of session laws 
(a compilation of enacted laws pub-
lished at the end of each legislative 
session) lead to some interesting dis-
coveries. 

Fire Protection legislation 
of the ’70s
In 1971, as House Bill 305, the General 
Assembly added to Article 27 - Crimes 
and Punishments, a new Section 399A 
which prohibited leaving a child under 
the age of 7 locked or confined in any 
dwelling, building, or enclosure, with-
out a caretaker at least 13 years of age, 
to protect the child “from the danger 
of fire, scalding, smoke inhalation or 
suffocation.” This law applied only in 
Charles County, and was punishable 
by a fine of $1,000, imprisonment of 
not more than one year, or both. It is 
evident that the legislators wanted to 
protect children (but only in Charles 
County!) from being locked or oth-
erwise stuck inside a house or apart-
ment, unable to escape fire. 

Maryland legislators apparently 
considered it a good idea. In 1972, as 
Senate Bill 324, the law was amended 
to apply to Calvert County as well. A 
similar version was enacted during 
the same legislative session, as House 
Bill 831, adding new section 399B, 
but which applied only to Howard 
County and included an exception of 
“a fenced yard.” It seemed reasonable 
that if children are outside of a build-

ing but in a fenced yard, the risk of 
any injury from fire is minimal, even 
though a fenced yard is an enclosure.

In 1973, Section 399A was amended 
yet again, as House Bill 568, this time 
by expanding its coverage to include 
Anne Arundel and St. Mary’s Counties. 

Family law recodification 
of the ’80s
After that nothing happened for 
more than 10 years. Then in 1984, the 
General Assembly adopted House Bill 
1, which recodified former Articles 
from the 1957 Code into the currently-
named Family Law Article. Former 
Section 399A of the Crimes and 
Punishment Article became Section 
5-801 of the Family Law Article. It 
still applied only to Anne Arundel, 
Calvert, Charles, and St. Mary’s 
Counties. Former Section 399B became 
Section 5-802 and still applied only to 
Howard County. It also still included 
the “fenced yard” exception. There 
were no substantive amendments to 
the law. The law protected children 
from being confined in enclosed spac-
es unable to escape from them in case 
of fire and there was no indication that 
the protection needed to be expanded.

Only two years later in 1986, as 
House Bill 563, the law was amended 
to its current version by making it 
applicable statewide (and repealing 
separate Section 5-802 that applied to 
Howard County). It also added motor 
vehicles to the list of enclosures and 
removed the list of dangers so that 
the caregiver would be required to 
protect the child from all conceivable 
and inconceivable dangers – not just 
fire. It also repealed the exception 
for confinement in a fenced yard and 
changed the age of a child from seven 
to eight years. Presumably due to the 
breadth of the law, it also decreased 
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the maximum penalty to $500, 30 days 
imprisonment, or both. 

A bill file for House Bill 563 revealed 
that the bill proposed to add “weather 
conditions” to the list of dangers. It is 
unclear whether the legislators consid-
ered expanding the prohibition to all 
outdoors, or whether they worried only 
about weather conditions in a fenced 
yard. A Bill Report prepared by the 
Senate Judicial Proceeding Committee 
states that the bill’s legislative intent 
was “to protect children, deter caretak-
ers from leaving children unattended in 
potentially hazardous situations, and 
penalize them who do.” What situa-
tions the legislators viewed as “poten-
tially hazardous” is unknown.

There were some objections. For 
example, the Baltimore County 
Department of Social Service formal-
ly opposed the bill, stating that “its 
requirements are too rigid and there 
may be instances when it is necessary 
and possibly appropriate to leave a 
child for brief periods of time with-
out being liable for these penalties.” 
Baltimore County Legislative Liaison 
Office officially communicated its objec-
tion to the House Judiciary Committee. 

The bill file also contains a constitu-
ent letter from Nancy Cunningham of 
Frederick, who was pleading with the 
legislators not to “put us in a position 
where we would be breaking the law 
by using our most trusted and capable 
sitters,” referring to having older sib-
lings watch the younger ones. The vari-
ous objections failed, however, and the 
bill was adopted in its current version.

Pendulum Has Indeed 
Swung Too Far
What prompted such extensive chang-
es to the law? After the disappear-
ance of Etan Patz in 1979 and Adam 
Walsh in 1981 which were highly 

publicized in the national media, 
there was a large and consistent pub-
lic demand for the government to 
ensure that law enforcement efforts 
to find missing children were coordi-
nated on both state and national level, 
which was not the case at the time. 
In 1982, the Congress enacted the 
Missing Children’s Act which enabled 
the entry of missing child informa-
tion into the FBI’s National Crime 
Information Center database. In 1984, 
the National Center for Missing & 
Exploited Children opened to serve 
as “the nation’s clearinghouse on 
issues related to missing and sexually 
exploited children.” 

In the spring of 1984, Juvenile 
Service Administration of the 
Maryland Department of Health and 
Mental Hygiene created a Task Force 
on Missing and Exploited Children 
“to provide for a systemic approach 
to the prevention of child abduction 
and exploitation and for the timely 
and safe return of those children who 
are missing.” The Task Force issued 
a 77-page Report to the Governor 
(including copies of newspaper clip-
pings reporting about child abduc-
tions), which was completed in 
December 1984. Maryland Governor’s 
Task Force on Missing and Exploited 
Children, Report to the Governor from 
Maryland Task Force on Missing and 
Exploited Children / Rex C. Smith, chair-
man, December 1984.

The Report recommended numer-
ous prevention/educational pro-
grams, but it also warned about 
“swinging the pendulum too far” by 
using scare tactics and creating “a 
generation of frightened, paranoid 
children.” Id. at 6. Yet the report con-
tains a few scare tactics of its own, 
such as the following excerpt, which 
is an introduction to the “problem” it 
recommends addressing:

‘Mommy! Mommy! He said funny 
things to me --- about touching me 
in bad places and taking me for a 
ride in his car.’

‘Go back outside and play, dear, 
and stop making up such ridicu-
lous stories.’ ---------

It is not an unlikely exchange 
between a child and parent. It is 
one that, in part, represents a sad 
precursor to millions of instances 
of child victimization ….

Id. at 7. “An unlikely exchange.” 
“Millions of instances of child victim-
ization.” By describing these instances 
as omnipresent, both government and 
media outlets have been consistently 
working on raising a generation of 
not only frightened and paranoid chil-
dren, but frightened and paranoid 
adults as well. 

While the current law has never 
applied to children not in enclosed 
spaces, over the course of many years, 
it is how many government and public 
institutions interpreted it. During one 
of many meetings with the Meitivs, 
CPS acknowledged that they were 
using Section 5-801 as a guide when 
investigating reports of unattended 
children. This erroneous interpreta-
tion of the law is precisely the reason 
why CPS had to issue a new policy 
directive to clarify that the law does 
not apply to outdoors. 

But the harm has been done. There 
are fewer and fewer children playing 
outside by themselves, and more and 
more “concerned citizens” not hesitat-
ing to call CPS. We can safely say that 
the pendulum has indeed swung too 
far.

Ms. Kimball is Co-Founder of Empower 
Kids America (formerly Empower Kids 
Maryland).
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By Jack K. Beckett and Phyllis J. Erlich

In 2016, the vanguard of the Baby Boom 

generation will turn 70, causing a spike 

in demand for long-term care services. 

The cost of long-term care, particularly 

in nursing homes, is staggering, and 

often exceeds $100,000 per year. The 

aging population has created a new set 

of challenges for family law practitioners, 

who must weigh these new considerations 

when counseling clients.

Medicaid Planning 
for Maryland 
Family Lawyers
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Most individuals who need long-
term care need to consider the pos-
sibility of obtaining Medicaid ben-
efits. Medicaid (known in Maryland 
as Medical Assistance) is a means-
tested joint federal-state entitlement 
program that is the single larg-
est payer of long-term care ser-
vices in the United States. Many 
middle-class families have come to 
rely upon Medicaid as a payer of 
last resort for long-term care costs. 
Medicaid benefits are available for 
nursing home care and for those liv-
ing in assisted living facilities and 
elsewhere in the community under 
the 1915(c) Home and Community-
Based Options Waiver. The eligibil-
ity rules for the Medicaid program, 
particularly for married couples, 
are based on a complex patchwork 
of federal and state statutes, regula-
tions, and policy.

As clients age and long-term care 
costs become an increasing con-
cern, family law attorneys will be 
well-served by obtaining a basic 
understanding of the Medicaid eli-
gibility rules so they can spot poten-
tial issues. Additionally, the new 
“mutual consent” divorce law that 
went into effect October 1, 2015, 
may create new planning opportu-
nities. This article intends to give 
a brief overview of the Medicaid 
eligibility rules and planning tech-
niques for family law attorneys 
and to review the consequences of 
divorce on Medicaid eligibility and 
planning.

overview of Medicaid 
Eligibility rules for Family 
law attorneys
To receive benefits, an individual 
must meet technical, medical, and 
financial eligibility criteria estab-

lished under federal and state law.  

1. Technical
An individual must be a U.S. citizen 
(certain categories of aliens also 
qualify) and a Maryland resident 
(a Maryland nursing home admis-
sion counts as residency). State of 
Maryland Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene, Division of 
Eligibility Services, Maryland 
Medical Assistance Policy Manual 
(“Manual”) 500.2, 500.7. Most indi-
viduals will also need to quali-
fy as aged (65 or over), blind, or 
disabled (per the Social Security 
Administration’s definition). 
Manual 500.8.

2. Medical
For Medicaid coverage of nursing 
facility services, the applicant must 
require skilled nursing or rehabil-
itation services on a daily basis 
or require “health-related services 
above room and board,” such as 
hands-on assistance in performing 
at least two activities of daily liv-
ing or a high level of direction and 
supervision. Department of Health 
& Mental Hygiene Nursing Home 
Transmittals 213 (July 1, 2008) and 
237 (January 1, 2012).  

3. Financial
Applicants must meet both income 
and asset (resource) tests that vary 
depending on whether the applicant 
is married or single. Generally, the 
income and resources attributed to 
an applicant include what the appli-
cant and his or her spouse actu-
ally receive or possess. 42 U.S.C. 
§ 1396p(e)(1); COMAR 10.09.24.08-
1A(1). However, resources to which 
the applicant or spouse has a legal 
right will still generally be attrib-
uted to the applicant. 42 U.S.C. 

§ 1396p(e)(1); COMAR 10.09.24.08-
1A(1).

a. Income
In Maryland, an applicant for nurs-
ing home benefits can meet the 
Medicaid income test by being 
“medically needy,” meaning that 
the applicant’s monthly countable 
income is less than the monthly cost 
of care. COMAR 10.09.24.10B(3). 
Only the applicant’s income is 
taken into consideration for this 
test. COMAR 10.09.24.10-1C(1). 
If the applicant’s spouse lives in 
the community (a “community 
spouse”), and his or her monthly 
expenses exceed certain levels, a 
portion of the applicant’s income (in 
2015, up to a maximum of $2,931/
month, reduced by the communi-
ty spouse’s income) may be shel-
tered for the community spouse’s 
use as a “spousal needs allow-
ance.” Manual, Schedule MA-8; 
COMAR10.09.24.10-1C(7). If a court 
orders the applicant to pay sup-
port to the community spouse, then 
the ordered amount may exceed 
the maximum. COMAR 10.09.24.10-
1C(8). Otherwise, all of the appli-
cant’s income, less deductions for 
health insurance premiums, a small 
personal needs allowance, and sev-
eral other very limited expenses, 
must be paid to the nursing home.

b. Resources
All the applicant’s and applicant’s 
spouse’s assets (“resources”) are 
generally “countable” unless an 
exclusion applies, such as an exclu-
sion for the home property. COMAR 
10.09.24.08F(1). A non-married 
individual applicant can have no 
more than $2,500 in “countable” 
resources. COMAR 10.09.24.08L, M. 
For a married couple, the commu-
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nity spouse can keep one-half of 
the couple’s combined countable 
resources (excluding the house and 
car) as they existed as of the month 
the applicant entered the nursing 
home for a stay of 30 days or more, 
up to a maximum of $119,220 (for 
2015). COMAR 10.09.24.10-1D(1), 
E(2). This amount is the Community 
Spouse Resource Allowance 
(CSRA). For a married applicant, 
Medicaid disregards which spouse 
actually owns the assets until 90 
days after the notice of eligibility, 
at which point assets titled in the 
applicant’s (the “institutionalized 
spouse”) name alone cannot exceed 
the $2,500 limit. Manual 1000.1(f).  

c. Penalties and Recoveries
The Medicaid program audits the 
financial information of an appli-
cant and his or her spouse for the 

five years preceding the date of 
the application (the “look-back 
period”). COMAR 10.09.24.08-
1B(2). If assets have been trans-
ferred to another party for less than 
fair market value during the look-
back period, the Medicaid program 
will apply a “penalty period” – a 
number of months during which 
it will not pay for nursing home 
care. COMAR 10.09.24.08(K)(3). The 
penalty is currently one month for 
every $7,940 transferred. Manual, 
Schedule MA-6. Transfers between 
spouses made during the look-back 
period are generally exempt from 
penalty. COMAR 10.09.24.08B(8)(a). 
There is a 90-day period follow-
ing the notice of eligibility during 
which assets can be retitled into the 
community spouse’s name alone 
without penalty. Manual 1000.1(f).
The Maryland Department of Health 

and Mental Hygiene (DHMH) can 
place a lien on the real property of 
an applicant to recover benefits paid 
on the applicant’s behalf. COMAR 
10.09.24.15(A-2)(2). However, it 
cannot place a lien on the real prop-
erty if there is a spouse or disabled 
adult child currently living on the 
property. COMAR 10.09.24.15(A-2)
(3). DHMH can file a claim against 
the estate of a deceased applicant 
for Medicaid payments made on 
the applicant’s behalf. COMAR 
10.09.24.15(A-3).

d. Special Needs Trusts
The Social Security Act autho-
rizes certain special needs trusts 
to be funded with the applicant’s 
own assets and/or income with-
out causing ineligibility for ben-
efits. 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(4)(A), (C); 
COMAR 10.09.24.08-2B(6). These 
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trusts are for the sole benefit of 
the applicant. COMAR 10.09.24.08-
2B(6)(b)(iii), C. Any funds remain-
ing in these trusts at the death of the 
beneficiary must be used to reim-
burse the State for Medicaid expen-
ditures made on the beneficiary’s 
behalf. COMAR 10.09.24.08-2B(6)(b)
(iv), C(6). Funds in these trusts can 
be used to pay for items that gov-
ernment benefits do not cover, such 
as private duty nursing aides and 
quality-of-life items.

The Impact of Marital 
Status and divorce on 
Medicaid Benefits
As mentioned above, the marital 
status of an applicant dramatically 
impacts which financial eligibility 
rules apply.  

1. Planning with the CSRA
Currently, a community spouse 
is entitled to keep a significant 
portion of the couple’s combined 
assets (the CSRA). A married cou-

ple can “spend down” to the CSRA 
by purchasing an annuity that con-
verts the couple’s excess resources 
into income for the community 
spouse. Medicaid views the entire 
annuity payment as income, not 
just the interest portion. Manual 
700.1(d)(8). The annuity must be 
irrevocable, be non-assignable, 
payable on an actuarially-sound 
basis not to exceed the purchas-
er ’s life expectancy, and provide 
payments in approximately equal 
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amounts during the annuity term. 
42 U.S.C. § 1396p(c)(1)(F), (G); 
Manual 800.13(a). If the annuitant 
dies, any funds remaining in the 
annuity must first be used to reim-
burse the State of Maryland for 
Medicaid expenditures paid on the 
institutionalized spouse’s behalf. 
Id. This planning provides a high 
degree of asset preservation.

2. Alternatives to the CSRA: 
Spousal Refusal and Divorce
There are two main alternatives 
to the CSRA for protecting assets 
for the community spouse: spousal 
refusal and divorce.

a. Spousal Refusal
A community spouse can simply 
refuse to allow his or her assets to 
be made available for use by the 
institutionalized spouse and refuse 
to cooperate in the application for 
Medicaid. In this situation, the 
institutionalized spouse may still 
receive benefits if he or she assigns 
all rights to the State to receive sup-
port from the community spouse 
and agrees to cooperate in a crimi-
nal action for spousal non-support 
against the community spouse 
under Md. Code Ann., Family Law 
Article (“FL”) § 10-201(a). COMAR 
10.09.24.10-1D (3); DHMH Policy 
Alert 10-04. 

If there is no existing award of ali-
mony or court order entered pursu-
ant to FL § 10-202, then it is unclear 
what, if any, spousal support rights 
can be assigned. One spouse is not 
liable for the other ’s debts by rea-
son of marriage, and absent a court 
order or agreement, the community 
spouse has no obligation to pay 
for the institutionalized spouse’s 
care. FL § 4-301(d); Wal-Mart Stores, 
Inc. v. Holmes, 416 Md. 346, 381 

(2009) (the only legal duties to pro-
vide support arise from alimony 
or child support, or if support is 
ordered following a criminal con-
viction for willful non-support); 
see also Scott M. Solkoff, Spousal 
Refusal: Preserving Family Savings 
by “Just Saying No” to Long-Term 
Care Impoverishment, 2 Marquette 
elder’s advisor 25 (Winter 2001). 
Under the Health- General article, 
a community spouse is “respon-
sible” for the health care needs of 
the institutionalized spouse to the 
extent that the community spouse 
is able to pay. Md. Code Ann., 
Health – General § 15-122(a). The 
community spouse is liable to the 
State to the extent that Medicaid 
payments have been made for the 
institutionalized spouse and, in 
cases of spousal refusal, the com-
munity spouse may also be liable 
for monetary penalties and enforce-
ment and administrative costs. 
Id. However, federal protections 
against spousal impoverishment, 
including the CSRA, supersede this 
statute at least to the extent there is 
any conflict. Moreover, this statute 
appears to be very rarely, if ever, 
enforced.

FL § 10-201(a) imposes criminal 
liability for non-support. Under that 
section, the non-supporting spouse 
could be convicted of a misdemean-
or unless he or she has “just cause” 
for the refusal to provide support. 
If a prenuptial agreement waives 
the right to spousal support and ali-
mony, this would arguably qualify 
as “just cause.” See Wal-Mart Stores, 
416 Md. at 381-82 (absent a court 
order, spousal obligation to provide 
support is contractual in nature). 
Spousal refusal is infrequently used 
by applicants and, consequently, the 
Medicaid policies regarding spou-

sal support rights are infrequently 
enforced by the State.

b. Divorce
Divorce creates a number of issues 
in the context of Medicaid planning. 
Whenever an elderly or disabled 
individual is involved in a divorce, 
the attorney should consider the 
potential impact on Medicaid ben-
efits.

i. Absolute vs. Limited Divorce 
The Medicaid rules do not differ-
entiate between absolute and lim-
ited divorce. However, it is like-
ly that in Maryland only absolute 
divorce would constitute a divorce 
for Medicaid purposes. A limited 
divorce is a divorce from bed and 
board only and involves “no sever-
ance of the marital bonds.” Ricketts 
v. Ricketts, 393 Md. 479 (2006); 
Walter v. Walter, 181 Md. App. 273, 
289 (2008) (a limited divorce “does 
not end the marriage”). Although 
the court may determine ownership 
of personal property in a limited 
divorce proceeding, Medicaid views 
all property owned by the appli-
cant and his or her spouse together, 
regardless of the actual title. FL § 
8-202; COMAR 10.09.24.06B(3)(a). 
A court has the authority only to 
award marital property, including 
ordering the division of retirement 
plans and pensions, in an absolute 
divorce proceeding. FL § 8-205(a); 
Walter, 181 Md. App. at 273, 292.  

ii. Property Division 
If divorce occurs before the appli-
cant applies for Medicaid ben-
efits, then the applicant would be 
treated as a single applicant, and 
assets owned by the former spouse 
would not be countable. A mar-
ried couple could simply retitle 
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their holdings to the communi-
ty spouse’s name alone and then 
seek an absolute divorce without 
requesting a court-ordered divi-
sion of marital property. Following 
the divorce, the institutionalized 
spouse could quickly qualify for 
Medicaid, and the couple’s assets 
would be preserved for the com-
munity spouse. Furthermore, in 
evaluating eligibility, the State can 
review only assets that were titled 
in the applicant’s name at any time 
during the previous five years. 
Manual, 800.17. Accounts that had 
been titled solely in the divorced 
spouse’s name throughout the 
entire look-back period would not 
be subject to audit.

However, there is a risk that 
DHMH would penalize this type of 
planning. No regulation or policy 
expressly addresses this type of 
divorce action, but DHMH has wide 
latitude to interpret its enabling 
statutes. See Chevron U.S.A. v. 
NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984). 
While transfers between spouses 
are generally exempt from penalty, 
DHMH might still impose a penal-
ty based on the assets being trans-
ferred in anticipation of a divorce 
and subsequent Medicaid applica-
tion. See 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(c)(1)(A), 
(c)(2)(C).    

A “resource” includes only 
assets to which the applicant has a 
legally enforceable right. Manual, 
800.2. Therefore, DHMH could 
penalize an uneven distribution of 
assets only if the institutionalized 
spouse receives less than he or she 
would have been legally entitled 
to.  In an absolute divorce, the 
parties are entitled to an “equi-
table distribution” of property, in 
which the court considers a variety 
of factors, including the parties’ 

ages, economic circumstances, and 
mental and physical conditions. 
FL § 8-205(b).  

While no published Maryland 
decision has discussed how 
Medicaid eligibility concerns relate 
to the equitable distribution of 
property, courts in New Jersey, 
also an equitable distribution state, 
have addressed the issue. See W.T. 
v. Division of Medical Assistance and 
Health Services, 916 A.2d 1066 (N.J. 
App. 2007). In W.T., the appellant 
experienced a sudden and debili-
tating injury rendering him quad-
riplegic and vent-dependent. Id. at 
1068. W.T. and his wife owned 
about $686,000 in combined assets, 
$450,000 of which were in W.T.’s 
IRA. Id. at 1068-69. On the advice 
of their attorney, the couple filed 
for and were granted a divorce. 
Id. at 1069. The divorce incorpo-
rated a settlement agreement that 
granted $250,000 to W.T., which he 
spent down by privately paying 
the nursing home, gifting funds to 
his daughter, and creating a special 
needs trust. Id. When W.T. applied 
for Medicaid, the State penalized 
the property division in the divorce 
on the basis that $250,000 was less 
than 50 percent of the couple’s 
combined marital property. Id. at 
1071. The court reversed the state 
Medicaid agency’s decision, rea-
soning that New Jersey matrimo-
nial law did not require a rigid 
50/50 split of marital property. 
Id. at 1076. As long as the distri-
bution did not leave one spouse 
as a “public charge,” the parties 
were free to divide marital assets 
as they wished. Id. at 1077. W.T. 
received almost 40 percent of the 
marital property; his standard of 
living was fixed (as he would be 
in the nursing home for the rest 

of his life); and his wife had a far 
longer life expectancy and no earn-
ing power.. Id. 1077-78. The court 
viewed these factors as rendering 
the settlement agreement accept-
able. Id. Importantly the court 
disagreed with the state Medicaid 
agency’s argument that the pur-
pose of the distribution was to 
qualify W.T. for Medicaid, even 
though it acknowledged that the 
settlement agreement intended to 
preserve W.T.’s future eligibility 
for benefits. Id. at 1078.

The W.T. decision provides useful 
guidelines for dealing with a situ-
ation where a divorcing spouse is 
facing an immediate need for long-
term care. W.T.’s life expectancy, 
the permanency of his institution-
alization, the nature of his assets 
(tax-deferred), and his wife’s lack 
of income weighed in favor of the 
unequal distribution. The court did 
not require that all of W.T.’s share 
be used to pay for his nursing home 
care, as a portion of his funds was 
placed into a special needs trust, 
and another portion was gifted to 
his daughter (presumably incur-
ring a penalty). Id. at 1070. Parties 
must accept the fact that courts 
applying equitable distribution 
principles are reluctant to approve 
a settlement or distribution that 
provides maximum protection for 
the couple’s assets by “impoverish-
ing” the institutionalized spouse. 
See Newman v. Newman, 653 P.2d 
728, 735 (Co. 1982) (stating that 
court will not enforce antenuptial 
agreement that leaves one spouse 
a “public charge”); Lowes v. Lowes, 
650 N.E.2d 1171, 1176 (Ind. Ct. App. 
1995) (reversing the trial court’s 
decision to terminate spousal sup-
port payments so that the recipi-
ent could quickly spend down and 
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obtain Medicaid eligibility).  
A Medicaid applicant who has 

restructured assets in anticipation 
of or following a divorce within the 
five years preceding the application 
might need to demonstrate that the 
restructuring was consistent with 
equitable distribution principles. It 
would likely be helpful to have 
the court formally authorize the 
distribution, either by ordering the 
division or by incorporating a sepa-
ration agreement into its judgment 
of absolute divorce.

Attorneys cannot assume that 
judges will understand the under-
lying Medicaid eligibility concerns 
and so should make efforts to edu-
cate them on why an uneven distri-
bution can nonetheless be equitable 
and even beneficial to both parties. 
Some general principles to keep in 
mind include:

Assets remaining in the insti-
tutionalized spouse’s name will 
almost always need to be spent 
down below $2,500. Otherwise, 
they will be subject to reimburse-
ment to the State, either via lien 
or recovery from the institution-
alized spouse’s estate or special 
needs trust after the institution-
alized spouse’s death. 

Even with a sizeable medical 
expense deduction, liquidating 
assets for Medicaid planning pur-
poses will often incur significant tax 
liability.  

It will often be advantageous to 
transfer retirement assets to the 
community spouse via a Qualified 
Domestic Relations Order (QDRO). 
Similarly, if the institutionalized 
spouse receives substantial pen-
sion income from a government or 
ERISA plan, such benefits are often 
not assignable without a QDRO. (or, 

for government plans, an analogous 
order such as an eligible domestic 
relations order). If the pension is not 
assignable (and therefore cannot be 
assigned to a special needs trust for 
the institutionalized spouse’s ben-
efit), then it will often make sense to 
shift the pension to the community 
spouse as part of the settlement.

Even assuming that an equitable 
distribution occurs, DHMH might 
take the position that any transfers 
of property after the divorce are 
subject to penalty, as the couple is 
no longer married. Accordingly, to 
the extent possible, assets should be 
retitled before the issuance of a final 
divorce decree. 

iii. Alimony
An applicant receiving alimony 
would need to pay it to the nurs-
ing home as part of his or her 
cost-of-care contribution. COMAR 
10.09.24.07I. If a court has ordered 
an institutionalized spouse to 
pay “support” to the community 
spouse, the court-ordered amount 
is deducted from the institutional-
ized spouse’s cost-of-care contribu-
tion. COMAR 10.09.24.10-1(E)(3). 
However, there is no deduction 
for support payments to a former 
spouse, so alimony that is ordered 
pursuant to an absolute divorce 
may not be deductible.

Alimony may be awarded even 
when no divorce is granted, as 
long as the claimant can allege 
that grounds for divorce exist and 
establish the need for alimony. See 
Cruz v. Silva, 189 Md. App. 196, 222 
(2009). The court is required to con-
sider whether the alimony award 
would cause a spouse who is a 
resident of a “related institution,” 
as defined under Md. Code Ann., 
Health-General § 19-301 (which 

includes nursing homes), to become 
eligible for Medicaid more quickly. 
FL § 11-106. The court also cannot 
award alimony to the spouse of 
a resident of a related institution 
if the “separation” required for 
the divorce is effected by the resi-
dent’s institutionalization. FL §§ 
11-101, 11-102. This restriction does 
not extend to grounds for divorce 
that do not require a twelve-month 
separation (including “mutual con-
sent” divorce). 

iv. Pre-nuptial Agreements
A pre-nuptial agreement can help 
establish “just cause” for a later 
spousal refusal to make assets 
available to the institutionalized 
spouse. The agreement should 
waive the right to support or ali-
mony. It should further stipulate 
that each party shall retain his or 
her own titled property and that 
nothing acquired in the future will 
be considered marital property. A 
pre-nuptial agreement that contains 
these provisions and waives the 
right to a court-ordered division 
of property would also reduce the 
possibility that a divorce resulting 
in an unequal distribution of assets 
would be penalized by DHMH. 

3. Use of Mutual Consent Divorce 
in Medicaid Planning
Anecdotal evidence suggests that 
not many couples choose to obtain 
Medicaid eligibility through 
divorce. Annuity-based planning 
is an appealing alternative. The 
12-month separation period limits 
the effectiveness of divorce as a 
planning tool where the separa-
tion is due to a traumatic onset 
of disability resulting in a nurs-
ing home admission. The couple 
would need to pay at least 12 
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months of the institutionalized 
spouse’s care before even filing 
for a divorce.

Two recent developments may 
change the landscape. First, in its 
2015 session, the General Assembly 
passed Senate Bill 472 allowing 
for “mutual consent” divorce. The 
law allows couples with no minor 
children in common to obtain an 
absolute divorce by mutual consent 
without requiring a separation peri-
od. Second, Congress may drasti-
cally alter the treatment of non-IRA 
annuities by requiring one-half of 
the annuity payments to be contrib-
uted towards the institutionalized 
spouse’s cost of care. See H.R. 1771, 
available at https://www.govtrack.
us/congress/bills/114/hr1771.  

If H.R. 1771 or similar legislation 
were to pass, it would dramatically 
reduce the effectiveness of annuity-
based planning, as annuities could 
only preserve approximately one-
half of the couple’s assets over the 
CSRA amount. Divorce would be the 
better option as long as it resulted 
in the community spouse’s receiv-
ing more than the CSRA plus one-
half of the couple’s combined assets 
over the CSRA amount. Divorce 
would be particularly advanta-
geous for couples where the com-
munity spouse has substantial non-
marital property, as DHMH does 
not distinguish between marital and 
non-marital property. See Thomas 
D. Begley, Jr. and Jo-Anne Herina 
Jeffreys, Medicaid Planning for 
Married Couples, Naela quarterly 
19, 26 (Spring 2004).  

Under the mutual consent divorce 
law, the couple must have no minor 
children in common and must exe-
cute and submit a written settlement 
agreement that resolves alimony 
and the distribution of property. FL 

§ 7-103(a)(8)(i), (ii). Additionally, 
the divorce will only be granted 
if neither party files a pleading to 
set aside the settlement agreement 
prior to the required divorce hear-
ing and both parties appear before 
the court at the absolute divorce 
hearing. FL § 7-103(a)(8)(iii), (iv). 

The largest obstacle in obtain-
ing a divorce for a spouse with 
serious health or capacity issues 
lies in who may act for the spouse 
with respect to a divorce proceed-
ing. The majority rule is that a 
legal guardian cannot petition for 
divorce on behalf of an incapaci-
tated spouse, although a signifi-
cant number of states do allow 
it. Michael Farley, Note, When “I 
Do” Becomes “I Don’t”: Eliminating 
the Divorce Loophole to Medicaid 
Eligibility, 9 elder law JourNal 28, 
40-41 (2001). However, nearly all 
states allow a legal guardian to 
defend, vacate or settle a divorce 
suit on behalf of the ward. David 
E. Rigney, Power of incompetent 
spouse’s guardian or representative to 
sue for granting or vacation of divorce 
or annulment of marriage, or to make 
compromise or settlement in such suit, 
32 A.L.R. 5th 673 (orig. pub. 1995). 
There is no published authority 
on the subject in Maryland, but 
court practices generally permit 
the guardian to represent a ward 
in a divorce proceeding, even if 
he or she may not file the divorce 
complaint. An agent appointed 
under a Maryland statutory form 
power of attorney likely has the 
same authority. See Md. Code Ann., 
Estates & Trusts § 17-202 (statutory 
form power of attorney authorizes 
agent to oppose or settle litigation 
for the principal).

However, it is unclear whether 
a guardian or agent can satisfy 

the “appearance” requirement of 
the mutual consent divorce law. 
The bare language of the law does 
not require the disabled spouse 
to actually testify. The authors of 
this article were advised by one 
magistrate’s office that both parties 
are required to appear and testify 
that the agreement is voluntary. It 
is unclear whether a guardian or 
fiduciary could testify on behalf 
of an institutionalized spouse 
who is incompetent or physically 
unable to render an appearance. 
It will take time and experience to 
determine which classes of fiducia-
ries may satisfy the “appearance” 
requirement.

Conclusion
Family law practitioners need to be 
aware of the unique issues facing 
older couples or couples where one 
or both spouses have disabilities 
that may require institutional care. 
Decisions made regarding proper-
ty settlement or alimony can have 
far-reaching consequences that may 
jeopardize an individual’s ability 
to qualify for valuable public ben-
efits. Additionally, knowledge of 
the Medicaid rules can help allo-
cate property and alimony in a way 
that maximizes protection of a cou-
ple’s combined assets. With more 
and more elderly clients potentially 
contemplating divorce, the abil-
ity to identify and address possible 
Medicaid issues will only grow more 
valuable. 

Mr. Beckett is an attorney with the Law 
Office of Frederick R. Franke, Jr. LLC.  
Ms. Erlich is an attorney with the law 
firm of Frank, Frank & Scherr, LLC. 
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From 
Where I Sit – 

Who Gets the Eggs?
By Judy lynn Woodall

From where I sit and after learning my next case 
involved a couple asking me to decide who gets the 

eggs, I imagined Walt Disney turning over in his 
grave when he learned cryogenics is now 
used regularly by couples after Assisted 

Reproductive Technology (ART).
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In Vitro Fertilization (IVF) is 
a form of ART used by couples 
since 1978 when the first baby 
was conceived by this procedure. 
www.history.com. The Mayo 
Clinic defines IVF as a complex 
series of procedures used to treat 
fertility or genetic problems and 
assist with the conception of a 
child. During IVF, mature eggs are 
collected (retrieved) from ovaries 
and fertilized by sperm in a lab. 
[T]he fertilized egg (embryo) or 
eggs are implanted in [a] uter-
us. One cycle of IVF takes about 
two weeks. www.mayoclinic.
org. IVF often produces multiple 
embryos so couples may choose 
to freeze any unused embryos for 
future use. The process of pre-
serving unused eggs for future 
use is called cryopreservation. The 
terms “pre-embryo” and “pre-
zygote” are used interchangeably 
to describe fertilized eggs pre-
served for implantation. Scientific 
terminology is important because 
“language defines legal status and 
can limit legal rights.” Davis v. 
Davis, 842 S.W. 2nd 588 (1992).

At this point, you must be asking: 
I need this information because…? If 
you are not planning on having 
a baby any time soon using IVF 
then, like me, you may be called 
upon to assist with resolving the 
issue of who gets the eggs when 
the parties don’t agree.

As of this writing, the Court 
of Appeals of Maryland has not 
decided the issue of who gets 
pre-embryos frozen and stored 
for future use when the parties 
separate and cannot agree on 
disposition. However, courts in 
Tennessee, New York, New Jersey, 
Washington, Iowa, Texas, Oregon, 
and Pennsylvania have resolved 
the issue and offer some guidance. 

The cases decided in those jurisdic-
tions can be generally character-
ized as follows: all were cases of 
first impression; proper scientific 
and legal classification of the sub-
stances and procedures were given 
deference; great weight and con-
sideration was given to agreements 
(or the absence of agreements); 
the pre-embryo storage facility 
often provided the agreement and 
constitutional principles (right to 
privacy and procreation); and dis-
cussions about public policy were 
analyzed but were not dispositive 
of the issue.

As a result, three types of analy-
ses to resolve the disputes emerged: 
1) balancing test, 2) enforcement of 
a prior agreement, and 3) contem-
poraneous mutual consent.

Balancing Test
Davis v. Davis, 842 S.W. 2nd 588 
(1992), was the first case to address 
the disposition of the cryogeni-
cally preserved product of IVF. 
During a divorce action, the par-
ties were able to resolve all their 
issues except “who would have 
‘custody’ of the seven frozen 
embryos.” The wife asked for con-
trol of the frozen embryos. Her 
intent was to “bring the children to 
term through implantation.” The 
Husband objected and requested 
the embryos remain in their frozen 
state until he decided “whether he 
wanted to be a parent outside the 
bounds of marriage.”

The trial court found that 
“embryos were human beings from 
the moment of fertilization” and 
awarded “custody” to the wife. The 
intermediate court reversed the trial 
court and granted the parties “joint 
control and equal voice over their 
disposition.” The Supreme Court of 

Tennessee granted review to pro-
vide further guidance if the par-
ties did not agree, but affirmed the 
intermediate court.

Of primary importance to the 
Supreme Court of Tennessee was 
the absence of a signed agreement 
provided by the facility and no 
statute governing the disposition 
of this dispute. Since the court had 
no precedent or statute to rely on, 
they reviewed various legal jour-
nals to determine which model to 
use to resolve this dispute. The 
Tennessee court thought it signifi-
cant to discuss in detail the “prop-
er descriptive terminology” to be 
used in this case “because language 
defines legal status and can limit 
legal rights” Id. at 593. After review 
of various journals and models, the 
court decided to adopt a model that 
weighed the interest of the parties. 
In weighing the interests of the par-
ties, the court analyzed whether the 
embryos were “persons” or “prop-
erty” and the court concluded they 
were neither.

When affirming the ruling of the 
intermediate appellate court, the 
Supreme Court of Tennessee thor-
oughly reviewed the competing 
interests of the parties and decided 
the husband’s interests not to have 
children outside the bonds of mar-
riage outweighed the interests of 
his wife’s desire to have children 
using the embryos. As a result of the 
court’s ruling, the Fertility Clinic 
was free to follow normal proce-
dures in dealing with unused pre-
embryos as long as the procedure 
was not in conflict with the court’s 
opinion.

In a similar case from 
Pennsylvania, the husband in 
Reber v. Reiss, 42 A.3d 1131 (2012) 
appealed an order awarding the 
wife pre-embryos during their final 
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divorce. In this case, the pre-embry-
os were classified as property and 
included in an equitable distribu-
tion order. Thirteen pre-embryos 
resulted as a result of the parties’ 
IVF treatment and remained frozen 
after the parties separated. The 
trial court concluded that “ordi-
narily the party wishing to avoid 
procreation should prevail, in the 
balancing of the equities in this, we 
find the wife’s inability to achieve 
biological parenthood without the 
use of the pre-embryos, is an inter-
est which outweighs the husband’s 
desire to avoid procreation.” Id. at 
1135. Although the parties in this 
case signed an agreement it did 
not speak to the disposition of the 
pre-embryos beyond three years. 
As a result of the absence of a dis-
positive agreement, the only issue 
remaining for the appellate court to 
determine was whether there was 
an appropriate application of the 
balancing approach.

In balancing the interests of the 
parties, the court looked at the com-
pelling interest of each party and 
determined that the wife’s interest 
outweighed that of the husband. 
The wife’s interest included her 
inability to conceive children on her 
own because of a prior diagnosis 
of cancer and the treatment that 
followed. The court considered the 
wife’s age and found it to be a factor 
that weighed heavily in her favor 
(the wife was in her forties when 
the parties separated and the hus-
band filed for divorce).

Finally, the court concluded in 
favor of the wife on the issue of 
adoption. The court said adoption 
was not the same as having a child 
and may not be a viable option for 
the wife. The husband’s compel-
ling interest included his unwill-
ingness to have children with the 
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wife, the potential financial bur-
den with which he could be sad-
dled, and the potential absence of 
a relationship with his biological 
children especially in light of the 
fact he was adopted. The court 
seemed satisfied with the wife’s 
testimony that the husband’s con-
cerns were either unrealistic or she 
could provide a workable solution 
to assist him. 

Enforcement of  
Prior agreement
Kass v. Kass, 91 N.Y. 2nd 554 (1998) 
was a case decided in New York 
where the wife sought implantation 
of frozen pre-embryos. She claimed 
this would be her only chance for 
“genetic implantation.” The hus-
band, on the other hand, objected to 
“burdens of unwanted fatherhood.” 
The father claimed the parties 
agreed the pre-embryos would be 
donated for approved research. The 
parties were required to sign con-
sent forms before the commence-
ment of the procedure. Both parties 
also signed an additional form that 
required them to designate the dis-
position of their frozen embryos. 
The pertinent part of the consent 
form is as follows:

We understand that it is IVF 
Program Policy to obtain our 
informed consent to the number 
of pre-zygotes which are to be 
cryopreserved and to the dispo-
sition of excess cryopreserved 
pre-zygotes. We are to indicate our 
choices by signing our initials where 
noted below. 

2. In the event that we no lon-
ger wish to initiate pregnancy 
or are unable to make a decision 
regarding the disposition of our 
stored, frozen pre-zygotes, we 

no[w] indicate our desire for the 
disposition of our pre-zygotes 
and direct the IVF program to 
(chose one):

(b) Our frozen pre-zygotes 
may be examined by the IVF 
program for biological studies 
and be disposed of by the IVF 
program for approved research 
investigation as determined by 
the IVF Program (emphasis in 
original). Id. at 559 and 560.

The trial court granted custody 
of the pre-embryos to the wife for 
implantation. The trial court rea-
soned that “a female participant 
in the IVF procedure has exclusive 
decisional authority over the fertil-
ized eggs created through that pro-
cess, just as a pregnant woman has 
exclusive decisional authority over 
a viable fetus [.]” Id. at 561. The 
intermediate court reversed the 
trial court, holding the agreement 
should control. The intermediate 
court did not agree on whether the 
agreement was “sufficiently clear 
to control the disposition of the 
pre-zygotes.” Id. at 561.

In affirming the intermediate 
court, the appellate court looked at 
statutes in other jurisdictions and 
the analyses in prior cases. The 
appellate court declined to adopt 
the constitutional right to privacy, 
nor did the appellate court rec-
ognize pre-embryos as “persons.” 
The appellate court concluded the 
parties’ agreement “expressed their 
intent” about the disposition of the 
pre-embryos. The New York court 
admonished future parties to “think 
through possible contingencies and 
carefully specify their wishes in 
writing.” Id. at 564.

In Litowitz v. Litowitz, 146 Wash 
2nd 514 (2002), the parties were the 

parents of two children. The first 
child was the result of a natural 
birth. The second child was born 
through IVF. After the IVF process 
was concluded, two pre-embryos 
remained and were cryopreserved 
and stored.

The parties signed an agree-
ment indicating the pre-embryos 
could not be disposed of without 
the mutual consent of the parties. 
If the parties could not agree then 
a court of competent jurisdiction 
would provide an appropriate dis-
position. The parties further agreed 
“[t]hat our pre-embryos be thawed 
but not allowed to undergo further 
development.” Id. at 521. In this 
case, the court concluded that court 
intervention was not required since 
the parties’ agreement was specific 
and enforceable as to the disposi-
tion of the pre-embryos.

A minor twist in this case was the 
fact that the wife was not the donor 
of the eggs fertilized. The parties 
signed a third-party egg donor con-
tract. This agreement required writ-
ten permission from the donor for 
any other party to use the eggs. The 
court concluded the donor agree-
ment did not affect the decision in 
this case.

The Court of Appeals in Texas 
similarly upheld an agreement in 
Roman v. Roman, 193 S.W. 3rd 40 
(2006). The court reviewed prior 
cases from other jurisdictions, 
contract law, and public policy 
and concluded the agreement was 
enforceable as agreed to by the 
parties. They further held the par-
ties’ agreement specifically and 
voluntarily expressed their wishes 
for disposition of the embryos. 
The court. 

In re Marriage of Dahl and Angle, 
222 Or. App.572 (2008) the parties 
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decided to end their marriage after 
several failed attempts to conceive 
a child. Six pre-embryos remained 
and, as in the other cases, the par-
ties were unable to agree during 
their divorce proceeding on the 
disposition of the remaining fro-
zen embryos. The parties entered 
into a contract that stated, among 
other things, “If neither alternative 
[donation or research] (1) or (2) is 
selected or if University has been 
unable to accomplish the selected 
alternative(s) in accordance with 
the foregoing, UNIVERSITY may 
thaw and discard the Embryos.” Id. 
at 577. The court summarized the 
issues in this case as follows:

First does a contractual right to 
dispose of embryos that have 
been created during the marriage 
and cryopreserved for potential 
later use constitute personal 
property under [the statute in 
this case] that is subject to the 
court’s authority to distribute 
in a subsequent dissolution pro-
ceeding?…Second, if the court 
has such authority, what consti-
tutes a distribution of that prop-
erty that is “just and proper in all 
circumstances?” 

The court concluded the pre-
embryos were personal property 
and subject to distribution under 
the Oregon dissolution statute and 
found the agreement was just and 
proper.

Contemporaneous  
Mutual Consent
The Iowa court took a different 
approach in In re the Marriage of 
Witten, 672 N.W. 2nd 768 (2003) 
affirming the trial court’s hold-
ingthat neither party may dispose 

of or use the embryos without the 
consent of the other party. Prior 
to starting IVF, the parties signed 
consent forms provided by the 
facility. One of the forms included 
in the packet was titled “Release 
of Embryos” in which the parties 
agreed “that the embryos would 
not be transferred, released, or dis-
carded without the signed approval 
of both [Parties].” Id. at 773. At 
trial, the wife argued she wanted 
“custody” of the pre-embryos to 
implant in her surrogate. The hus-
band opposed destruction of the 
embryos but did not agree the pre-
embryos should be implanted.

The wife claimed the agreement 
was silent as to the disposition 
of the pre-embryos and that the 
“best interest” standard should 
have applied. The wife’s alterna-
tive argument was that she had 
a fundamental right to bear chil-
dren. The court disagreed and 
decided the “Release of Embryos” 
agreement signed by the parties 
was controlling. The only ques-
tion remaining for the Iowa court 
was if “prior agreements regarding 
the future disposition of embryos 
enforceable when one of the donors 
is no longer comfortable with his or 
her decision?” Id. at 781.

After reviewing the parties’ right 
to bear children, the best interest 
test found in the Iowa code, wheth-
er an unborn fetus was a “per-
son,” and whether the agreement 
violated public policy, the court 
concluded, “in view of the compet-
ing needs, we reject the contractual 
approach…agreements entered into 
at the time of in vitro fertilization is 
commenced are enforceable and 
binding on the parties, subject to 
the right of either party to change 
his or her mind about disposition 

up to the point of use or destruction 
of any stored embryo.” Id. at 783. 
The court analyzed the two mod-
els developed in previous cases 
(balancing test and enforcement of 
the agreement) but settled on a dif-
ferent model – “Contemporaneous 
Mutual Consent.” 

The Contemporaneous Mutual 
Consent Model provides, “no 
transfer release, disposition, or use 
of the embryos can occur with-
out the signed authorization of 
both donors. If a stalemate results, 
the status quo would be main-
tained. Id. at 784. The premise of 
Contemporaneous Mutual Consent 
rests on the proposition that with 
“decisions about intensely emo-
tional matters, where people act 
more on the basis of feeling and 
instinct than rational deliberation,” 
it may “be impossible to make a 
knowing and intelligent decision to 
relinquish a right in advance of the 
time the right is to be exercised.” 
84 Minn. L. Rev. 98. The court 
concluded, the embryos could not 
be used or disposed of unless the 
parties agree. The court made it 
clear it opposed destruction of the 
pre-embryos. The practical effect of 
the parties’ disagreement was that 
the pre-embryos would remain at 
the cryopreservation facility indefi-
nitely or until the parties reached 
agreement. The party opposing the 
use or transfer would be respon-
sible for the cost of storage.

Finally and most recently, 
Szafranski v. Dunston, 34 N.E. 3rd 
1132 (2015), introduces another 
analysis to consider when resolv-
ing the dispute about who gets 
the eggs. The parties in Szafranski 
never married but agreed that the 
boyfriend would donate his sperm 
to fertilize his girlfriend’s eggs. 
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The Illinois court concluded that 
the parties entered into an oral 
agreement allowing the girlfriend 
to use the pre-embryos without 
her boyfriend’s consent. The appel-
late court affirmed the trial court 
holding the parties entered into an 
oral agreement that was not later 
modified by the informed consent 
document they signed and that the 
court did not err when it ruled in 
favor of the girlfriend after balanc-
ing the interest of the parties. In 

this case, the court considered both 
the agreement of the parties and 
balancing of their interests.

Who gets the eggs is still an issue 
that has not been decided in many 
states; however, a survey of the 
cases decided in other jurisdictions 
provides a good starting point.

Ms. Woodall is a Magistrate and has 
served the citizens in Prince George’s 
County, Maryland, for 13 years. 
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Collaborative 
Lawyering in 
Family Law 
Cases:

By Kristine K. Howanski and 
Connie Kratovil-lavelle 
 
The practice of collaborative 

law is growing nationwide, 

most particularly in the area 

of family law; twenty-one 

(21) states and the District 

of Columbia have either 

statutes or rules of court 

governing the practice. Since 

2011, hundreds of lawyers 

and other professionals in 

Maryland have been trained 

in collaborative law. By 2014, 

the trend had gathered such 

sufficient steam that the 

Maryland General Assembly 

passed the Maryland Uniform 

Collaborative Law Act. In 

2015, the Maryland Court 

of Appeals adopted rules 

governing the collaborative 

practice specifically as well 

as a rule on limited scope 

representation. 

A 
Paradigm 

Shift for 
Addressing 

Family 
Conflict?
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While there appears to be momen-
tum in the practice, a healthy dose 
of skepticism remains both from the 
bench and bar. The skeptics arguably 
can be divided into two categories: 
those who doubt that this practice 
is cost-effective for clients and those 
who do not believe collaborative 
lawyers are fully advocating for 
their clients. Upon further reflection, 
skeptics may actually have their 
doubts rooted in the larger, more 
philosophical debate concerning a 
possible paradigm shift in how law-
yers lawyer. 

In this article, we first describe the 
national landscape for the practice 
of collaborative law and what is 
occurring in Maryland, identify the 
pros and cons of the practice and 
discuss some practical realities that 
suggest expansion of the practice 
makes sense. Finally, we posit that 
collaborative practice may be part 
of a natural evolution of lawyering 
to a more problem-solving approach 
for family law cases inasmuch as 
they are more organic in nature. To 
be clear, other areas are emerging 
as practices that also may serve to 
change the landscape, such as the 
unbundling of legal services, but 
time and space limitations demand 
that these be the subject of another 
article. 

Before embarking on this dis-
course, a working definition is in 
order. The basic tenets of the col-
laborative practice are that it serves 
as an out-of-court settlement process 
wherein parties with their respec-
tive attorneys agree to do all they 
can to settle out-of-court, provide 
full disclosure to one another, work 
in the best interests of the family 
which entails taking into account 
the highest priorities of each spouse 
and the children, and agree, that if 
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they do not reach agreement, the 
attorneys will not represent them in 
the ensuing litigation. It differs from 
true mediation in its use of coun-
sel with the parties, its poison pill 
provision (the attorneys withdraw 
if there is no resolution) and the use 
of other professionals as needed to 
assist (therapists, financial experts, 
divorce coaches, etc.). 

In positioning collaborative prac-
tice on the resolution continuum, 
with resolution by trial constitut-
ing the far end of the spectrum in 
terms of individual litigants exer-
cising autonomy, and resolution by 
mediation at the other end of the 
autonomy scale, the collaborative 
practice would appear to serve as a 
bridge between the two ends. The 
burgeoning self-represented popula-
tion, however, creates some tension 
with this concept because of the 

wide divergence among litigants. 
That is, the more equal the two 
parties are in terms of negotiating 
savvy, e.g., equal command of the 
English language, equal level of 
education, equal financial resources, 
equal power in the psychological 
dynamic between the parties as a 
couple, the more likely it may be that 
mediation will suffice as a means 
of resolution. Mediation also is a 
voluntary process, but there are no 
consequences to a failure to reach 
an agreement. There is a mediator 
involved, but the mediator repre-
sents neither party and is not going 
to serve as an expert. To the extent 
that the parties would benefit from 
expert input, that happens outside 
of the mediation process with par-
ties doing their “homework” and 
returning to the mediation table 
with that information. Further, the 

parties each could consult separate 
individuals in the course of doing 
their homework and still be in con-
tradictory positions that may need to 
be further mediated. 

It is argued that the less equal the 
parties are in terms of negotiating 
strength and comprehension, the more 
likely it is that litigation is the best 
assurance of arriving at a proper reso-
lution, but only if the party in need of 
the protection of the court has counsel. 
Without counsel, the party might do 
just as well in mediation, since he or 
she may be ill-equipped to put on pro-
bative and admissible evidence that 
advances the inquiry. Collaborative 
practice would have the potential to 
assist an individual who, on his or her 
own, might not be a good candidate 
for mediation, but with assistance of 
collaboratively-trained counsel, could 
fully participate. 
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The Current landscape for 
Collaborative Practice
In 2012, eight states (and the District 
of Columbia) had enacted legis-
lation. Over the last three years, 
that number has grown to twen-
ty-one states that have institution-
alized the practice via legislation 
or rule. Eighteen states, including 
Maryland, have enacted collabora-
tive law statutes, with most adopt-
ing the Uniform Collaborative Law 
Act. Those states are: Alabama, 
Arizona, California, the District 
of Columbia, Hawaii, Maryland, 
Michigan, Montana, Nevada, New 
Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Texas, 
Utah, and Washington State. Three 
(3) states, Louisiana, Minnesota 
and Vermont, have adopted rules 
of court. At least two additional 
states, Florida and Massachusetts, 
have recently introduced legislation. 

Nationwide, at least thirteen states 
have weighed in with ethics opinions 
regarding the practice of collabora-
tive law, all generally supporting the 
ethics of the practice. Those states 
are: Colorado, Kentucky, Maryland, 
Minnesota, Missouri, North 
Carolina, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
and Washington State. Interestingly, 
in Colorado, the concept of collab-
orative law was supported but there 
were initial concerns with four-way 
participation agreement to be signed 
by counsel and parties as creating 
a conflict of interest. Practitioners 
resolved the issue by having the par-
ties alone as signatories to the par-
ticipation agreement, thus acknowl-
edging that attorneys are involved 
on behalf of their respective clients, 
and eliminating confusion about 
the scope of counsel’s representa-
tion. In 2004, the Maryland State 
Bar Association issued an opinion 
regarding the ethics of a non-profit 

collaborative law dispute resolution 
organization, finding it permissible. 
The American Bar Association has 
taken the position that collaborative 
practice is consistent with the rules 
of ethics for lawyers; this has seemed 
to pave the way for state-by-state 
approval thereafter so long as there 
has been informed consent. 

A portion of family law attorneys 
have been practicing collaborative 
law for approximately fifteen years 
in Maryland, but in the last four 
years, the practice has accelerated. 
In 2011, Maryland held the first 
in the nation judiciary-sponsored 
training of lawyers in collabora-
tive law. Since 2011, hundreds of 
attorneys, mental health profession-
als, and financial professionals have 
participated in this training. The 
judiciary-sponsored training pro-
gram includes a commitment on 
the part of attendees to take two 
collaborative family law cases on a 
pro bono basis. The state’s legal ser-
vice providers attend the final por-
tion of training in order to register 
attorneys and other professionals 
for their respective pro bono panels.

In 2011, the first pro bono collab-
orative law project in the country 
was created, with support and fund-
ing from the Department of Family 
Administration of the Maryland 
Judiciary. The statewide project has 
been implemented through fund-
ing the Collaborative Project of 
Maryland (CPM) and Mid-Shore Pro 
Bono, Inc., providing both pro bono 
and “low-bono” legal services, as 
well as pro bono services by finan-
cial and mental health professionals.

In 2012, Professor Jane Murphy at 
the University of Baltimore School of 
Law established a collaborative law 
program within the school’s fam-
ily law clinic whereby Rule 16 law 

students represent clients in the col-
laborative process. Since 2012, col-
laborative law has been incorporat-
ed into family law seminars taught 
by Professor Barbara Babb of the 
University of Baltimore School of 
Law. At the University of Maryland 
School of Law, Professor Jana Singer 
with attorney Suzy Eckstein have 
been teaching Collaborative Law 
and Practice as a three-credit course 
since 2013.

In 2014, the Collaborative Law 
Referral Network was created, facili-
tated by the Judiciary’s Department 
of Family Administration. The net-
work is a partnership of the state’s 
legal service providers and collabor-
ative law practitioners. Through this 
partnership, clients can be matched 
with staff attorneys working for the 
legal service agencies or with private 
attorneys on the organizations’ pro 
bono panels. Notably, the Maryland 
Legal Aid Bureau joined the network 
and began a pilot program in the 
Rockville Legal Aid office to allow 
their attorneys to represent domestic 
clients in the collaborative process. 

Also in 2014, the Maryland General 
Assembly adopted the Maryland 
Uniform Collaborative Law Act. In 
early 2015, the Maryland Court of 
Appeals adopted the rules govern-
ing the practice and rules governing 
limited scope representation. 

Currently, the CPM has a pilot 
project in the Baltimore City Circuit 
Court where magistrates refer liti-
gants who appear for scheduling 
conferences and express interest in 
the collaborative process to CPM 
intake staff on-site in the courthouse. 
If the litigants choose to proceed 
collaboratively, CPM places the liti-
gants with collaborative attorneys. 

Additionally, many self-help cen-
ters in the courthouses have begun 
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to distribute information and bro-
chures on the collaborative process 
as an alternative to litigation.

 

Pros and Cons 
Collaborative practice proponents 
argue that, like most other forms of 
alternative dispute resolution, par-
ties have control over the outcome, 
are more invested in sustaining any 
agreement reached, and can be sup-
ported by professionals who can 
help them communicate with each 
other in a way that allows them to 
problem-solve. They contend that 
the agreement not to litigate using 
their respective collaborative attor-
neys, coupled with an agreement 
to provide full disclosure, creates a 
less adversarial environment that 
diffuses some of the anger and other 
emotions that can prevent or hinder 
reaching agreements. 

Proponents argue that the col-
laborative process is healthier for 
children and families. The pro-
cess is less stressful for the parties 
and their children and it promotes 
shared parenting and problem-solv-
ing. Litigation, by contrast, polarizes 
parties by focusing on the faults and 
weaknesses of the other party. 

Family law cases differ from many 
of the other cases that are filed in 
court, for the simple reason that the 
relationship is organic; the parties in 
these cases often have to continue 
to interact with one another in their 
future, especially those with minor 
children. In other forms of litigation, 
the court arrives at a verdict based 
on an occurrence that happened in 
the past and the parties need not 
interact with one another when they 
leave the courthouse. The things that 
are said in court do not keep being 
revisited when the case is over, as 

the focus is more on past acts and 
not as much on what is going to play 
out in the future. The collaborative 
process provides parties an opportu-
nity to focus on moving forward and 
problem–solving in a way that best 
serves their families. 

Scholars, mental health experts, 
lawyers, judges, magistrates, and the 
litigants who have suffered through 
a drawn-out, litigated domestic case, 

all recognize the adverse effects that 
protracted litigation can have on 
children and families. The emotional 
damage can last years or lifetimes. 
The collaborative process provides 
an opportunity for parties to reduce 
or eliminate thoseconsequences..

The use of mental health, finan-
cial, and other professionals in the 
collaborative process, proponents 
argue, allows the parties to address 
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those non-legal issues with profes-
sionals who are trained and better 
skilled to provide support, although 
many collaborative cases are con-
ducted without the aid of the other 
professionals; it is the client’s choice 
whether to use other professionals. 

A 2013 study commissioned by the 
Maryland Judiciary and conducted 
by the Institute for Governmental 
Service and Research, University of 
Maryland, College Park found that 
a typical collaborative law case was 
less costly for clients than those 
cases handled through traditional 
litigation. The study found that col-
laborative attorneys spend on aver-
age 32 hours on a collaborative case, 
over a period of six months at an 
average cost of $8,900.00 and agree-
ment was reached in over 97 percent 
of those cases. While the sample size 
of the Maryland study was admit-
tedly small, similar studies in other 
states, and cited in the 2013 study, 
have similar findings: average time 
spent being 30 hours over six (6) 
to twelve (12) months, at a cost of 
$8,000 to $20,000 with 90 percent 
agreement rate. Further findings of 
the Maryland study included attor-
neys reporting increased satisfaction 
in their practices, increased civility 
among attorneys, and a more posi-
tive image of attorneys on the part 
of the public. 

Opponents of collaborative prac-
tice argue that the process is cost-
ly, especially if other professionals 
are utilized. They point to the fact 
that many litigants cannot afford an 
attorney much less a “life coach” to 
help them navigate the dissolution 
of their marriage or relationship. 
Many argue that some parties will 
enter into a collaborative case in bad 
faith with the intent of obtaining 
information from the opposing party 

well in advance in order to gain an 
unfair advantage or to sabotage the 
other party’s use of a given attor-
ney. Still others oppose collaborative 
law because a client would have to 
obtain new counsel, at additional 
cost, if no agreement is reached. 

On balance, the authors would 
posit that collaborative practice 
in certain defined instances in the 
Circuit Court may be worth explor-
ing. Since over 90 percent of domes-
tic cases ultimately settle, it may 
make more economic sense to cut to 
the chase and work on settlement, 
saving the family time, money, and 
emotional energy, while creating less 
damage to ongoing relationships 
of the family that survive divorce 
or dissolution of the relationship. 
Courts capture some of this by offer-
ing mediation of custody, and other 
issues, and by offering settlement 
conferences. If the parties are so 
inclined at the time, and are good 
candidates for mediation, this may 
work, but it does not capture those 
who need help in arriving at a reso-
lution or are not yet ready to engage 
in a dialogue at the time mediation 
is offered. 

Practical realities 
The potential for collaborative law 
being useful in the Circuit Court set-
ting may be particularly true with 
the self-represented population, 
which constitutes over 80 percent 
of the family law cases in Maryland. 
In many cases, both parties are 
unrepresented. Last year, there were 
approximately 95,000 domestic cases 
filed in Maryland. Many of these liti-
gants are unable to afford counsel. 

The numbers of unrepresented 
litigants are overwhelming the 
court system and increasing the 
potential for delays and undesir-
able or unjust outcomes for litigants 
who are unable to adequately pres-
ent their case. Some of those parties 
might be more amenable to being 
diverted to a pair of private prac-
titioners who are willing to offer 
pro bono or low bono services to 
use collaborative law to resolve all 
or a portion of their case if that 
option was available and explained 
to them. Moreover, as with media-
tion, the collaborative law process 
provides another opportunity for 
parties to resolve their cases using 
fewer court resources. 

Collaborative law offers a market-
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ing tool for practitioners who can 
capitalize on the limited nature of 
the representation inasmuch as it is 
likely more affordable to litigants 
than having counsel for the entire 
case. Also, as some family law prac-
titioners are painfully aware, many 
who can afford attorneys are opt-
ing to represent themselves in this 
“Home Depot” era of do-it-yourself. 
Those more frugal and intellectually 
confident litigants (e.g., the engi-
neers who figure they are certainly 
smart enough to represent them-
selves), may be more willing to hire 
counsel on a limited scope basis and 
participate in the process. 

Legal service providers for the 
poor in Maryland are starting to rec-
ognize that their staff attorneys or 
their volunteer, pro bono attorneys 
can provide legal representation and 
resolve a domestic case in a shorter 
period of time, thus using fewer 
human and other resources, when 
a case is handled collaboratively. 
Not surprisingly, recruitment of pro 
bono attorneys for domestic cases 
using the collaborative process has 
been easier than recruiting attorneys 
for traditional, and perhaps, pro-
tracted litigation. 

Conclusion
The practice of collaborative law in 
family law cases is clearly expand-
ing. This expansion is due in large 
part to the philosophical shift in law-
yering to more of a problem-solving 
approach for these cases because 
there is wider recognition that pro-
tracted litigation can be very harm-
ful to children and families. This 
shift represents a natural evolution, 
wherein courts availed themselves 
of mediation as a process to poten-
tially soften the harm, and there has 

evolved a hybrid of combining the 
benefits of mediation, now standard 
in custody cases, with the benefits 
of legal counsel. Similarly, there is 
a growing recognition, from aca-
demia, courts, attorneys, and par-
ties, that collaborative law may also 
be a healthier way to handle family 
law cases. 

Attorneys can identify a party’s 
readiness to engage in ADR, but 
those not represented by counsel 
may know only that they need to 
file for divorce. Furthermore, attor-
neys helping them fill out pleadings 
through pro se projects do not pres-
ently have the means to, conduct a 
thorough intake process; and, even 
if they had such a process, and were 
so inclined, they do not presently 
have a place to steer them. The pro 
bono and low bono collaborative law 
programs can provide another rem-
edy in the arsenal to protect families 
from the dangers of people going to 
court unrepresented. 

If the Circuit Courts have the abil-
ity to offer more of an array of ADR, 
and practitioners become increas-
ingly aware of the potential utility of 
various forms of ADR that may suit 
a given client, the law that requires 
attorneys to advise clients of ADR 
options will resonate a bit more. This 
potential for resolution outside of 
the courtroom may be revisited even 
after the party has filed suit and 
headed down that proverbial river. 
With proper screening by attorneys 
when clients retain counsel, or at 
intake with legal service providers, 
self-help clinic staff, and ultimate-
ly, with Circuit Court policies that 
are conveyed to the courthouse staff 
informationmay be provided on the 
collaborative law approach at the 
onset of litigation. . These options 
will remain on the radar of the 

Family Support Service Coordinators 
and the Magistrates at initial confer-
ences as part of the screening when 
cases are filed and on the litigation 
track. Finally, judges also need to be 
educated in this regard as the final 
gatekeeper in assessing whether or 
not a family in a given case or on a 
particular issue may now be open to 
an out-of-court resolution after being 
resistant when it was first offered. 

Some cases and parties are not 
going to be proper candidates for 
anything but a judicial decision, and 
it is very important that the trial track 
remains viable without time impedi-
ments for those individuals. Others, 
however may be more properly suited 
for an alternative form of resolution, 
leading them to a more satisfactory 
long-term resolution. If the parties 
are receptive, and simply pursuing 
litigation because they were unaware 
of alternatives, they are more likely to 
resume litigation in the uncontested 
track. If parties were not receptive 
to alternative resolution when suit 
is first filed, but are later amenable, 
affording them the opportunity at 
that later date would likely reduce 
family law “recidivism.” Those par-
ties who were able to be the architects 
of their resolution may be less likely 
to chafe as much under the terms of 
settlement reached via collaborative 
practice than the settlement that is 
achieved at the eleventh hour on the 
courthouse steps. In the end, more 
sustainable resolutions provide more 
benefit to the families involved.

Ms. Howanski, a partner in the law 
firm of Howanski, Meadows & Erdman, 
LLC, serves as Chair-Elect of the MSBA 
Family and Juvenile Law Section and 
editor of the Section’s newsletter, 
Family Law News. Ms. Kratovil-Lavelle 
is Executive Director of the Department 
of Family Administration in the 
Administrative Offices of the Court, 
Maryland Judiciary.
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LiberaLizing
Marriage 

and divorce
By Faith dornbrand

How extraordinary that in the 21st century we as 
a society continue to debate the most fundamen-
tal questions about marriage. The nation and its 
component states, in recent years, have vigor-
ously explored the issues of what constitutes 
marriage and who should be allowed to marry. 
The Maryland legislature and the Maryland 
attorney general have also repeatedly grappled 
with what should constitute the grounds and 

the process for getting divorced. The trend in 
Maryland has been to liberalize both who 

can get married and how they can get 
divorced. While the quest to expand 

the right to marry to same-sex cou-
ples has succeeded, the quest to 

further simplify the process of 
getting divorced continues. 

More should be done to 
expand no-fault divorce 

in Maryland.
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Expanding the right  
to Marry
On June 26, 2015, the United 
States Supreme Court definitively 
addressed the issue of same-sex 
marriage. In the landmark decision 
of Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 
2584 (2015), the Supreme Court, in 
a 5-4 opinion, ruled that marriage is 
a fundamental right under the Due 
Process Clause. The majority held 
that the Fourteenth Amendment 
requires states to license mar-
riages between same-sex couples. 
Moreover, states must recognize 
a marriage of a same-sex couple 
solemnized in another state. Thus, 
the Supreme Court completed its 
sweeping reversal of law begun in 
United States v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct 
2675 (2013).

The Maryland Story
Maryland was not originally a pio-
neer in the fight for same-sex mar-
riage. In 1972, the Maryland General 
Assembly voted to add an Equal 
Rights Amendment (“ERA”) to 
the State Constitution. It is found 
in Article 46 of the Maryland 
Declaration of Rights and reads, 
“Equality of rights under the law 
shall not be abridged or denied 
because of sex.”

However, the historical context 
of the ERA was to put women on 
equal footing with men. The pur-
pose of the ERA was not to protect 
non-heterosexuals. See Conaway v. 
Deane, 401 Md. 219, 932 A.2d 571, 
587-598 (2007). In fact, in 1973, 
Maryland had the dubious distinc-
tion of becoming the first state 
to enact legislation specifically 
limiting marriage to heterosexual 
unions. The 1973 statute stated, 
“Only a marriage between a man 
and a woman is valid in this State.” 

1973 Md. Laws, Chap. 213.
A wave of state legislation 

around the country limiting mar-
riage to a union between a man 
and a woman followed. This cul-
minated in the federal Defense of 
Marriage Act (“DOMA”), which 
was signed into law by President 
William Clinton in 1996. 1 U.S.C 
§ 7, 28 U.S.C. § 1738C (partially 
invalidated by Windsor, 133 S.Ct. at 
2696-97). DOMA limited marriage 
to a union between a man and a 
woman for federal purposes and 
provided that states did not have 
to recognize same-sex marriages 
performed in sister states. 

The Maryland statutory prohi-
bition against same-sex marriage 
was challenged in Conaway v. 
Dean, 401 Md. 219. The case was 
filed in 2004. Eighteen of the plain-
tiffs were denied marriage licenses 
solely because they were the same 
sex as their intended spouses. A 
myriad of briefs were filed by 
amicus groups. In 2007, our Court 
of Appeals, in a 5-4 decision, gave 
same-sex marriage advocates a 
blow. The Court applied a ratio-
nal-basis analysis to the 1973 stat-
ute limiting marriage to a union 
between a man and a woman. 
Like most statutes reviewed using 
the rational basis test, this one 
passed constitutional muster. The 
Court found the statute was rea-
sonably related to a valid state 
interest: the state’s interest in fos-
tering a stable environment for 
procreation. The Maryland Equal 
Rights Amendment did not apply. 
That provision was enacted only 
to ensure men and women were 
treated alike under the law, and 
the challenged Maryland statute 
prohibited same-sex marriage 
equally between women as it did 

between men.
In 2008, the Maryland legisla-

ture passed, and Governor Martin 
O’Malley signed into law, two 
bills establishing “domestic part-
nerships” in Maryland. 2008 Md. 
Laws, Chap. 590, 599. Domestic 
partners were defined as individu-
als who met certain criteria. Most 
importantly, they were individuals 
who agreed “to be in a relation-
ship of mutual interdependence in 
which each individual contributes 
to the maintenance and support 
of the other individual. . . .” (2008 
Md. Laws, Chap. 590 (codified at 
Md. Code Ann. Health - General I 
§ 6-101 (2015 Repl. Vol.)). Certain 
rights, such as the right to ride in 
an ambulance during an emergen-
cy and the right to visit a sick part-
ner in a hospital, were extended to 
“domestic partners.” Id. §§ 6-201, 
6-202. Certain tax benefits avail-
able to spouses were also extended 
to “domestic partners.” 2008 Md. 
Laws, Chap. 599 (codified at Md. 
Code Ann. Tax-Prop. §§ 12-108(c), 
(d), 13-207, 13-403 (2012 Repl. Vol. 
& 2015 Supp.)). In February 2010, 
the Attorney General of Maryland, 
Douglas Gansler, issued an opin-
ion that Maryland governmen-
tal departments could recognize 
same-sex marriages performed in 
other states. 95 Op. Att’y Gen. 3 
(Md. 2010). Although the opinion 
was not binding on the courts, it 
was applicable to the performance 
of the functions of various state 
agencies.

Later in 2010, a same-sex couple 
validly married under California law 
sought and was denied a divorce in 
Prince George’s County. Each liti-
gant appealed. The Court of Appeals 
issued, on its own initiative, a writ of 
certiorari. Port v. Cowan, 422 Md. 353, 
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30 A.3d 193 (2011). Having upheld, 
in 2007, the Maryland statute limit-
ing marriage to a union between 
a man and a woman, the Court of 
Appeals now had to decide whether 
legitimate same-sex marriages per-
formed in other states would be 
honored in Maryland.

While Port v. Cowan was pend-
ing before the Court of Appeals, 

our legislature passed the Civil 
Marriage Protection Act. 2012 Md. 
Laws, Chap. 2. The new law elim-
inated the statutory language in 
effect since 1973 that limited mar-
riage to a union between a man 
and a woman. By its terms, how-
ever, implementation of the law was 
delayed in order to allow opponents 
the chance to collect enough signa-

tures to force a referendum. 
The signature drive was suc-

cessful. Maryland voters would 
have the chance on Election Day, 
November 2012, to approve or 
reject same-sex marriage.

Before the election, the Court of 
Appeals issued its opinion in Port 
v. Cowan, 426 Md. 435, 44 A.3d 
970 (2012). The Court held that 
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Maryland would recognize same-
sex marriages legally performed 
in other states. The same-sex cou-
ple who were legally married in 
California but denied the right to 
divorce in Prince George’s County 
should have been allowed to divorce 
in Maryland. The Court did not 
reach any state or federal constitu-
tional issues. Rather, it found that 
the parties’ marriage would be rec-
ognized in Maryland courts under 
the principles of “comity.” The doc-
trine of comity required recognition 
of a marriage validly contracted 
in another state, unless the mar-
riage was “repugnant “to the public 
policy of Maryland. Referencing the 
2010 Attorney General’s Opinion 
and the various enactments extend-
ing rights to domestic partners from 
2008 forward, the Court found that 
a same-sex marriage validly con-
tracted in another state was not 
repugnant to Maryland policy 
and, indeed, was consistent with 
Maryland policy. 

On November 6, 2012, Maryland 
voters approved the same-sex 
marriage law, the Civil Marriage 
Protection Act. It went into effect 
January 1, 2013. Md. Code Ann 
Family Law §§ 2-201, 2-202 (2012 
Repl. Vol. & 2015 Supp).

Applying the Divorce Laws to Same-
Sex Spouses
Now that same-sex partners can 
marry in Maryland, issues will arise 
about how divorce laws will apply to 
those couples. In Maryland, “adul-
tery” is a ground for divorce. Can a 
same-sex spouse commit adultery? 
How? There is no definition of “adul-
tery” in the divorce statute, nor is 
there definitive case law. Remember 
the rabbit hole Bill Clinton’s famous 
line, “I did not have sexual relations 

with that woman,” took us down?
In July 2015, Maryland Attorney 

General Brian Frosh issued an 
Opinion as to whether the adultery 
ground for divorce would be apply 
to same-sex spouses. 100 Op. Att’y 
Gen. 105 (Md. 2015). He noted that 
courts in other states have lim-
ited the term “adultery” to vagi-
nal intercourse, but concluded that 
Maryland courts would interpret 
“adultery” to be broader than just 
vaginal intercourse and to include 
extramarital sexual infidelity with a 
person of the same sex. The purpose 
of the adultery ground of divorce 
is to recognize that “sexual infidel-
ity is a breach of the marriage vow 
and causes damage to the marriage. 
. . . [E]xtramarital sexual activi-
ty with someone of the same sex 
is just as damaging to a marriage 
as sexual activity with someone of 
the opposite sex.” Id. at 105. The 
Opinion invited the legislature to 
enact a more precise definition of 
“adultery,” referencing the defini-
tions of various sexual crimes found 
in Md. Code Ann. Crim. Law § 
3-301, which contains definitions of 
such terms as “sexual act,” “sexual 
contact,” and “vaginal intercourse.” 
The Opinion suggested that sexu-
al infidelity constituting adultery 
should likely involve some form of 
physical contact.

Absent legislative action, our 
judges may now find themselves 
having to decide just what indi-
vidual acts are so sexually intimate 
that they should be included in the 
definition of “adultery.” Indeed, 
although not referenced in the 
Attorney General’s Opinion, in a 
2014 Court of Special Appeals opin-
ion determining whether the parties 
had “cohabited” during their period 
of separation, the trial judge had to 

rule on such a question. The issue 
was whether the phone sex the par-
ties admitted to having during the 
separation, without proof of physi-
cal contact, constituted a resumption 
of marital relations. The trial court 
found that the phone sex constitut-
ed “sexual relations” and dismissed 
the complaint for divorce because 
the parties had not been separated 
“without cohabitation” for the statu-
torily required period. The appellate 
court reversed, citing the lack of 
physical contact between the couple. 
Bergeris v. Bergeris, 217 Md. App. 71, 
90 A.3d. 553 (Md. App. 2014). A leg-
islative definition of “adultery” in 
the era of same-sex marriage would 
surely be welcomed by the judiciary 
and the divorce bar.

Expanding the Grounds  
For divorce
In the last few years, how and 
for what reasons individuals can 
end their marriage has also drawn 
the attention of the legislature 
and Attorney General. Maryland 
has always had fault grounds for 
divorce. Recent developments have 
enlarged Marylanders’ ability to get 
divorced on no-fault grounds.

The History of No-Fault Divorce  
in Maryland
For many decades, there were 
two no-fault grounds for absolute 
divorce in Maryland. The first was 
adopted in 1937. It provided that 
a person could sue for an absolute 
divorce when the husband and wife 
had voluntarily lived separate and 
apart without cohabitation for five 
consecutive years prior to the fil-
ing of the bill of complaint and 
such separation was beyond any 
reasonable expectation of reconcilia-
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tion. 1937 Md. Laws, Chap. 396. The 
voluntary nature of the separation 
had to be proved. Conversely, this 
no-fault divorce ground could be 
defeated, if one spouse established 
that the separation was involuntary. 
At a glacial pace, the period of time 
necessary to establish the voluntary 
separation ground was decreased 
by the legislature: from five years to 
three years in 1949 (1949 Md. Laws, 
Chap. 521); from three years to 18 
months in 1961 (1961 Md. Laws, 
Chap. 104); and from 18 months to 
one year in 1973 (1973 Md. Laws, 
Chap. 699).

The second no-fault ground for 
absolute divorce was first adopted 
in 1969. It provided that a party 
could sue for divorce when the hus-
band and wife had lived separate 
and apart without any cohabitation 
and without interruption for five 
years. 1969 Md. Laws, Chap 656. 
Under this ground, the separation 
alone sufficed. The separation did 
not have to be voluntary. What 
an eternity five years must have 
seemed! The five-year period was 
twice reduced by the legislature: 
first in 1973 to three years (1973 
Md. Laws, Chap. 699) and then in 
1983 to two years (1983 Md. Laws, 
Chap. 491). 

For close to three decades, there 
were no modifications to the no-
fault grounds. In 2011, that changed. 
Legislation was introduced that 
would have shortened the two time 
periods in the statute for obtaining a 
no-fault divorce. The one-year sepa-
ration requirement, applicable if the 
separation was voluntary, would be 
reduced to six months, and the two-
year separation requirement, appli-
cable if the separation was involun-
tary, and would be reduced to one 
year. House Bill 402, 2011 Sess. (Md. 

2011), http:// mgaleg.maryland.
gov/2011rs/bills/hb/hb0402f.pdf 
(last visited Jan. 18, 2016); Senate Bill 
139, 2011 Sess. (Md.2011), http://
mgaleg .mary land.gov/2011rs/
bills/sb0139f.pdf (last visited Jan. 
18, 2016).

The strongest opposition came 
from religious groups. The Maryland 
Catholic Conference argued that 
marriage should be supported as 
a “lifelong commitment” providing 
“desirable stability” and “perma-
nence” to “families and society.” 
Statement to the Senate Judicial 
Proceedings Committee Re: Senate 
Bill 139, submitted by Mary Ellen 
Russell (Feb. 9, 2011). “While in cer-
tain cases existing law may create 
what seems to be an undue burden 
for couples seeking a divorce, these 
cases should not override the gen-
eral intent of the law to ensure that 
marriages are not quickly or easily 
dissolved.” Id. 

The original version of the 2011 
legislation shortening the time peri-
ods for voluntary and involuntary 
separation did not pass. The legis-
lation that was enacted eliminated 
the two existing grounds for no-
fault divorce, substituting one new 
ground. 2011 Md. Laws, Chap. 423, 
424. The new ground allowed a cou-
ple to divorce if they have lived sep-
arate and apart, without cohabita-
tion and without interruption, for 12 
months before filing. Voluntariness 
is no longer an issue. The proposed 
no-fault ground of six months’ vol-
untary separation was rejected. This 
law is now codified at Md. Code 
Ann. Family Law § 7-103(4) (2012 
Repl. Vol. & 2015 Supp.).

In 2015, the legislature went 
further. Three changes were made 
to the law facilitating a person’s 
ability to get a speedier divorce. 

First, the residency requirement 
for people seeking a divorce on 
grounds that occurred outside the 
state was dropped from one year to 
six months. 2015 Md. Laws, Chap. 
473 ( codified at Md. Code Ann. 
Family Law § 7-101(a) (2012 Repl. 
Vol. & 2015 Supp.)). Second, the no-
fault ground for obtaining a limited 
divorce (as opposed to an absolute 
divorce) was liberalized. The law 
since 1973 had been that a per-
son could sue for a limited divorce 
immediately on a no–fault ground, 
if he or she could establish that 
the couple were separated and that 
the separation was voluntary. No 
specific period of separation had 
to be proved. In 2015, the legisla-
ture amended the statute to allow a 
person to sue for a limited divorce 
immediately upon separation, 
whether or not the separation was 
voluntary. 2015 Md. Laws, Chap. 
226 (codified at Md. Code Ann. 
Family Law § 7-102(a) (2012 Repl. 
Vol. & 2015 Supp.)). Third, and most 
importantly, the legislature enacted 
an extremely progressive statute 
allowing for absolute divorce by 
“mutual consent” in limited situ-
ations. 2015 Md. Laws, Chap 353 
(codified at Md. Code Ann. Family 
Law § 7-103(8) (2012 Repl. Vol. & 
2015 Supp.)).

The new “mutual consent” 
divorce law, effective July 1, 2015, 
provides for divorce by “mutual 
consent” for couples who have 
no minor children and who have 
resolved all support and property 
issues in a written settlement agree-
ment. Id. More specifically, the new 
law provides for absolute divorce 
by “mutual consent” if (1) the par-
ties have no minor children in com-
mon; (2) they execute and submit 
to the court a written settlement 
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agreement signed by both of them 
that resolves all issues relating to 
alimony and property; (3) neither 
party files a pleading to set aside 
the settlement agreement prior to 
the divorce hearing; and (4) both 
parties appear before the court at 
the absolute divorce hearing. Id.

The “mutual consent” divorce 
statute is radical because it pro-
vides the first Maryland no-fault 
ground for divorce available to 
a couple that haven’t separated. 

Many divorcing couples don’t want 
to incur the expense of a second 
home before they’ve sorted out 
property and support issues and 
know what their resources will be in 
the future. This new ground gives a 
limited universe of couples without 
children that opportunity. If they 
have a written agreement, they can 
file for divorce and obtain a divorce 
even while they are living under the 
same roof.

Additional Steps That Should  
Be Taken to Streamline the Divorce 
Process
By the time this article goes to press, 
the next Maryland legislative ses-
sion will be well underway. There 
are four reforms to our current no-
fault divorce grounds that the legis-
lature could enact to make divorces 
more streamlined and less expen-
sive in appropriate cases.

First, the legislature could extend 
the “mutual consent” statute to fami-
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lies with children. Such a bill is pend-
ing as this goes to press. Senate Bill 
0358, 2016 Sess. (Md.2016), http://
mgaleg.maryland.gov/2016RS/
fnotes/bill_0008/sb0358.pdf (last 
visited Feb.18, 2016).

Currently, there is great pres-
sure on parents to separate if they 
want to start the clock on getting 
a divorce. When one parent moves 
out without an agreement in place 
about child access, the children can 
be exposed to conflict and uncer-
tainty. Perhaps that parent will be in 
temporary quarters because his or 
her financial future is unresolved. 
That parent might have multiple 
moves, and the children might be 
exposed to more turmoil, change 
and uncertainty. Allowing a couple 
to live together while they negoti-
ate an agreement, without slowing 
down their ability to get a divorce, 
could be a healthier alternative for 
some families.

Moreover, parents who have been 
able to conclude a private resolu-
tion of custody and child support 
have acted to protect their children 
from the trauma of contested cus-
tody and support litigation. Private 
ordering should be encouraged, 
not discouraged. Parents who have 
managed to reach agreement on all 
issues, including issues involving 
their children, should be allowed 
to divorce as soon as comprehen-
sive written agreement has been 
reached. No more intense scru-
tiny of such agreements should be 
required than the court gives to 
custody, support and property set-
tlement agreements that litigants 
submit in divorces based on other 
statutory grounds.

Finally, the religious groups who 
believe that delaying and impeding 
divorces in the hope that families 

will decide to stay together should 
not prevail. Ours is a secular soci-
ety. When couples choose not to 
continue as a married family, the 
state should respect their right to 
make such a decision. The state 
should honor their desire to move 
on and create new, and hopefully 
happier, family configurations. The 
state should not take an intrusive, 
paternalistic role and create tem-
poral and financials obstacles to 
people’s individual choices. 

Here is a second way to achieve 
these goals. The legislature could 
keep the requirement that couples 
live separate and apart for a spec-
ified period. However, the stat-
ute could be amended to allow a 
couple to satisfy the separation 
requirement while living under the 
same roof. This approach espe-
cially helps couples who are finan-
cially stretched and can’t yet afford 
two separate residences. This has 
long been the law in Washington 
D.C., where couples can divorce if 
they are mutually and voluntarily 
separated for six months or invol-
untarily separated for one year. 
D.C. Official Code § 16-904(a) (2001 
Ed. & Supp. 2015). The D.C. statute 
specifically states that spouses can 
be separated under the same roof, if 
they share “neither bed nor board.” 
Id. § 16-904(c). They simply have to 
live in separate bedrooms, and they 
cannot share food costs or meals. 
Nor is D.C. the only jurisdiction 
that permits separation to occur 
under the same roof. The Delaware 
statute, for example, specifies that 
separation can occur under the 
same roof if the parties occupy 
separate bedrooms and, generally, 
refrain from sexual relations. Del. 
Code Ann. Title 13, § 1503(7). Thus, 
a viable alternative to extending 

the “mutual consent” grounds of 
divorce to couples with children 
is to allow all couples to satisfy a 
required period of separation while 
living under the same roof, sharing 
neither bed nor board Third, the 
legislature could reduce the peri-
od of separation required before a 
couple can file for divorce from one 
year to six months. At least eight 
states grant no fault divorces based 
on a separation period of less than 
a year. See Family Law in the Fifty 
States 2013-2014, 48 Family Law 
Quarterly, 662-65 (Winter 2015).

Fourth, the legislature could keep 
the current one-year separation 
requirement but reinstate voluntary 
separation as a ground for no-fault 
divorce and require voluntary sepa-
ration to have occurred only for six 
months. As discussed above, this 
is what was in the original legisla-
tion considered by the legislature in 
2011. It was rejected in favor of the 
one-year (voluntary or involuntary) 
separation ground. 

As our highest Court noted in 
Frey v. Frey, 298 Md. 552, 560, 471 
A.2d 705, 709, (1984), “[N]o state 
interest exists in preserving a mar-
riage in which the relationship has 
broken down irretrievably.” Our 
legislature should continue to act 
to lower the financial and temporal 
burdens of divorce.

Ms. Dornbrand, a Fellow of the 
American Academy of Matrimonial 
Lawyers, practices family law and 
collaborative law in Maryland and 
Washington, D.C.
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By Cecilia B. Paizs

When considering alternate dispute resolution 
(ADR), most lawyers would conclude that the 

purpose is to allow people to craft their own resolu-
tions through negotiation, mediation or collaborative 
law processes. Part of each process is to allow par-
ticipants to make their own decisions about how to 
resolve the issues (self-determination) and becomes a 
part of the solution itself (inclusivity). In most cases, 
alternative dispute resolution participants are new to 
the process, and do not understand what is expected 
of them nor what they can expect of the process.
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Participants/clients suffer some 
level of stress as a result of their 
involvement with the legal system, 
an area that most are encountering 
for the first time. The fear of the 
unknown and the lack of knowl-
edge of the legal system can ele-
vate individuals’ stress levels. Many 
participants do not have the neces-
sary coping skills to work through 
these stressors and negotiate a best 
interests resolution. In many cases, 
the symptomatology is situational, 
and the level of stress can often be 
reduced during and after the nego-
tiation, mediation, or collaborative 
process. The ADR process itself can 
produce answers to the unknown 
in a shorter period of time than liti-
gation, and allows the participants 
to determine their own resolution. 
Studies show that participants who 
are involved in the resolution of an 
issue are more inclined to follow 
the terms of the agreements reached. 
And in the case of mental health 
issues, ADR processes may offer a 
better option for resolving conflict 
than more stressful processes, such as 
arbitration or litigation.

All of us are subject to bouts of 
anxiety or depression at points in 
our lives. These disorders become 
a problem when they are chron-
ic (defined as persisting for more 
than two weeks (DSM V Made Easy 
by James Morrison, ebook, The 
Guildford Press, page 113) or are 
serious enough to cause material 
distress or to impair work or school 
performance, social life or some 
other area of functioning. (Id., at 
115) These disorders can include 
bipolar disorder, panic disorders, 
obsessive compulsive disorder 
and/or trauma induced disorders 
such as post-traumatic stress disor-
der. Participants with diagnosed or 

undiagnosed anxiety or depression 
related disorders may pull back 
from involvement in ADR processes. 
With anxiety based disorders, focus 
on the negative can create a block 
to possible resolutions. Depending 
on the severity of the disorder, a 
participant may be incapable of suc-
ceeding in a normal negotiation, 
mediation or collaborative setting. 
Triggers for such participants could 
be minor, and may be related to 
the opposing party or the situation 
itself. The result can be the same, 
the inability to participate in the 
process in a constructive fashion.

A more difficult situation can 
involve either developmental disor-
ders, such lower intelligence levels, 
or syndromes such as Asperger’s. 
Each may impact the ADR process 
due to the lack of ability to under-
stand the process or have empa-
thy for others. For ADR processes 
such as negotiation, mediation and 
collaborative law, to work, par-
ticipants need to “follow the con-
versation, articulate their opinions 
clearly, concentrate on and under-
stand the issues at hand, understand 
clearly what is being agreed to and 
be able to follow through on their 
obligations and responsibilities in 
good faith, as outlined in the agree-
ment.” (Accommodating Mediation 
Participants with Mental Health and 
Addiction Issues, “On the Line” with 
Bob Finlay; mediation_participants.
pdf, BC Mediator Roster Society, 
Canada). It is important to be able to 
determine whether a party can meet 
these criteria, and if there is a prob-
lem with one or more of the above. 
Oftentimes, those with lower intel-
ligence quotients or developmen-
tal disorders such as Asperger’s are 
unable to follow the conversation 
or participate fully in the process as 

a result of their need for clarity or 
repetitive actions. Patience in work-
ing with such participants is neces-
sary, as allowing such participants 
to work through the issues in a way 
that they understand, and/or allow-
ing for the repetitive actions that 
those with Asperger’s Syndrome 
require could result in their ability 
to concentrate and understand the 
issues at hand, as well as possible 
options for resolution.

Amongst the most difficult partic-
ipants to work can be those with per-
sonality disorders. The consensus 
amongst mental health professionals 
seems to be that our personalities 
develop within the first five to six 
years of our lives. The combination 
of genetic predisposition and envi-
ronment affect the early develop-
ment of personalities in a significant 
way. Environmental elements con-
tinue to affect our behaviors going 
forward. Certain behaviors that are 
repeated become habits, and result 
in pathways being formed in our 
brains, allowing our brain to react 
in a similar way each time. With 
personality disorders, these patterns 
form a basis for continued inappro-
priate behavior in social and inter-
personal settings. Understanding 
some of the traits of such disor-
ders can assist ADR professionals to 
identify that an underlying disorder 
exists and look for ways to work 
with such individuals.

Borderline personalities tend 
to have a fear of abandonment 
and demonstrate extreme mood 
swings. In a negotiated setting, a 
person can be angry, especially if 
there is a sense of loss of control. 
Manipulative behavior can be part 
of the process when negotiating or 
mediating with a borderline person-
ality. (High Conflict People in Legal 
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Disputes by Bill Eddy, LCSW, Esq., 
www.hcipress.com, page 29, 257)

Narcissistic personalities are 
described in the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, now the DSM V, as a 
spectrum disorder, and are char-
acterized by a fear of being infe-
rior, extreme preoccupation with 
oneself, a disdain for others and a 
preoccupation with being superior. 
Such personalities cannot be wrong 
or in any way responsible for the 
problems for which ADR has been 
engaged. Any direct statement of an 
error, inappropriate behavior and/
or weakness results in a strong neg-
ative response. (Id.) 

Histrionic personalities have fear 

of being neglected, resulting in dra-
matic behaviors designed to draw 
attention to him/her. He/she often 
justifies inappropriate behaviors by 
claiming it is him/her against the 
world, and that others are to blame 
for everything. Such personalities 
tend to create problems when one 
is solved to continue the negative 
engagement with others. (Id.)

Antisocial personalities exhibit a 
fear of being dominated. To com-
pensate, such personalities tend to 
be dominating, manipulating, con-
trolling and deceiving. They dem-
onstrate a lack of remorse and as 
sense that the ends justify the means, 
regardless of how heinous the means 
are. (Id.)

So, What do We do?
What does this mean for lawyers and 
ADR practitioners? To be successful, 
we must recognize that clients have 
issues that might be related to mental 
illness. If a party presents with some 
of the behaviors set out above, rather 
than terminating the ADR process, 
practitioners can work with the par-
ticipants to accommodate the mental 
health issues.

With anxiety or depressive disor-
ders, assisting the party in focusing 
on the potential for resolution and 
the benefit a participant will attain 
can remove blocks. Bill Eddy, a 
LCSW and attorney, suggests using 
“EAR” – Empathy, Attention, and 
Respect. By reframing or restat-
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ing what a party is saying, you 
can show that you heard what 
was said, that you understand the 
issues raised by the party, and that 
you respect the party’s statements. 
Such actions can bring parties into 
a more positive state of mind and 
move them towards greater par-
ticipation. None of these actions 
indicate agreement or an evalua-
tion of what is being stated, but 
each allows the party to feel heard 
and desire to continue to partici-
pate in the ADR process. This can 
be as simple as acknowledging a 
party’s need to process informa-
tion in a slower manner than that 
being demanded by opposing par-
ties or counsel, or letting a person 
know there are options that could 
improve the situation. Sometimes 
it may be necessary to caucus with 
participants, as the presence of the 
opposing party may be the trigger 
for the anxiety or depression. In 
addition, neuroscience has identi-
fied a process called “priming”, in 
which it has been shown that each 
of us has the ability to impact the 
attitudes or thought processes of 
an individual. A common example 
is that by smiling at someone, she 
is more inclined to smile back and 
to be more positive in her interac-
tion. By using positive terms and 
positive body language and tone, a 
neutral third party can set a posi-
tive tone to the ADR process, and 
engender a sense of the ability 
to accomplish a positive result in 
the participants. Likewise, a calm 
demeanor can result in a calmer 
process amongst the participants. 
Using this concept with partici-
pants with anxiety disorder can 
provide a safe haven for those in 
stress and allows them to be more 
productive in an ADR process.
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Other ways to help may include:
• a participant with cognitive defi-

cits, resulting from a brain injury, 
can be assisted by visual aids and 
frequent summarizing and rep-
etition of points made during the 
mediation;

• a person with an anxiety dis-
order should be given frequent 
breaks to calm down and should 
be allowed to sit close to the door 
so as not to feel trapped;

• a participant with paranoid 
delusions should be granted his 
request to have all electronic 
equipment removed from the 
room;

• a person with Tourette’s 
Syndrome can be asked to signal 
the mediator when her impulses 
have built up to the point that she 
needs to take a break so she can 
release her impulses privately;

• a participant with difficulty man-
aging her emotions can attend 
the mediation with an advocate 
or other support person. (“On the 
Line” with Bob Finlay)

Personality disorders create dif-
ficulties in resolution processes. In 
such cases, more than the EAR pro-
cess may be necessary. For border-
line personalities, an arms-length 
relationship should be maintained 
while providing clear relationship 
boundaries. Be consistent in inter-
actions with the borderline person-
ality, and be clear about expecta-
tions and consequences during the 
ADR process. 

With a narcissist, recognizing 
strengths can be a potential prim-
ing process, leading to developing 
options which would utilize such 
strengths and allow the narcissist 
to claim success. Assisting her to 
temper her expectations of others 

can build a sense of need to use 
strengths to benefit the situation, 
and allows for focus on goals that 
can be accomplished.

Allowing a histrionic personal-
ity to feel your empathy for him, 
without acknowledging the dra-
matics, can allow such a personal-
ity to gain comfort with the ADR 
process. Setting boundaries relat-
ed to interpersonal relationships 
while encouraging self-sufficiency 
allows such a personality to begin 
to look at his abilities and skills, 
and focus on achievable tasks. 

Conclusion
ADR and mental health disorders 
can be compatible. Mental health 
issues do not preclude the use of 
alternate dispute resolution process-

es to assist participants in resolving 
conflict. Practitioners do not need to 
be experts in mental health issues, 
nor be able to diagnose these issues. 
Using observational skills as well 
developing accommodations for 
those with mental illnesses such as 
a more structured process can allow 
a party who might not otherwise see 
a solution to her issues understand 
the possibility that a solution exists. 
Taking the time to understand where 
the blocks in dispute resolution are 
coming from can allow for a suc-
cessful process for all involved. As 
a result, practitioners can provide 
inclusivity for those with mental 
health illnesses.

Ms. Paizs is a mediator and mediator 
trainer with a practice in Ellicott City, 
Maryland. She may be reached at  
Ceecee@agreeonit.com
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You are a Maryland attorney who has 
formed a Maryland nonstock corpora-
tion, Main Street Legal Aid Services, 
Inc. (“MSLAS”), to provide free or dis-
counted legal services. You explain that 
MSLAS’s mission “is to provide free 
and reduced rate legal services to those 
Maryland residents who are disquali-
fied from receiving legal aid from other 
non-profit law firms because their 
income is above the poverty threshold 
but who may not be able to afford mar-
ket rates.”

At the moment, you are the only 
member of that corporation’s board of 
directors, but you would like to form 
an “advisory board” and you would 
also like to add other members to the 
board of directors. You have told us 
that MSLAS intends to seek tax-exempt 
status and that, when it does, the IRS 
will require MSLAS “to demonstrate 
that it has a larger Board consisting 
[of] ‘unrelated’ individuals.” MSLAS 
would therefore like “to include citi-
zens from the community it primarily 

serves,” so some potential members 
of its “advisory Board and Board are 
nonlawyers.” You have requested an 
opinion addressing the following two 
questions (which are our paraphrases 
of the questions posed in your request 
for an opinion):

1) May nonlawyers serve on the 
advisory board of directors of a 
Maryland nonstock corporate law 
firm, which provides pro bono and 
discounted legal services, while that 
corporation’s application for tax-
exempt status is pending determi-
nation by the IRS?
2) If the IRS grants that corpora-
tion’s application for tax-exempt 
status, may nonlawyers serve on 
either the corporation’s advisory 
board or its governing board of 
directors?

Md. Rule of Professional Conduct 
5.4 (d) provides, in pertinent part:

A lawyer shall not practice with or in 
the form of a professional corporation 

or association authorized to practice law 
for a profit, if:

(2) a nonlawyer is a corporate director or 
officer thereof or occupies the position 
of similar responsibility in any form 
of association other than a corpora-
tion; or
(3) a nonlawyer has the right to direct 
or control the professional judgment of 
a lawyer.

(emphasis added). The main focus of 
your inquiry has been on the language 
“for a profit,” and you specifically 
ask if a law firm operating through a 
tax-exempt entity would be viewed as 
practicing “law for a profit?” If not, the 
proscriptions provided in Rule 5.4 (d) 
arguably would not apply.

We start by assuming that the phrase 
“authorized to practice law for a prof-
it” would not remove a tax-exempt 
entity from the restrictions imposed by 
the rule. In that instance, a nonlawyer 
could neither serve as a director nor 
have the right to direct or control the 

May nonlawyers serve on the advisory board of directors 
of a Maryland nonstock corporate law firm, which 
provides pro bono and discounted legal services, while 
that corporation’s application for tax-exempt status is 
pending determination by the IRS? & If the IRS grants 
that corporation’s application for tax-exempt status, may 
nonlawyers serve on either the corporation’s advisory board 
or its governing board of directors?

ETHICS doCKET no. 2016-03
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professional judgment of a lawyer.
But, under that scenario, would a 

nonlawyer be eligible to serve as a 
member of an “advisory board?” Unlike 
the board of directors that manages 
and governs a corporation’s affairs, an 
“advisory board” is typically viewed 
as a group of individuals who give 
suggestions and advice to a corpora-
tion, but who lack any legal or gov-
erning authority. Comment 2 to Rule 
5.4 explains that the Rule “expresses 
traditional limitations on permitting a 
third party to direct or regulate the law-
yer’s professional judgment in render-
ing legal services to another.” Having 
a nonlawyer serve as a member of an 
advisory board should not run afoul of 
Rule 5.4 (d), so long as that board func-
tions strictly in an advisory manner, has 
no legal or governing authority over the 
corporation’s affairs, and has no author-
ity to direct or regulate a lawyer’s pro-
fessional judgment in rendering legal 
services. This would be true regardless 
of the entity’s tax-exempt status, and 
would also be true regardless of how 
the phrase “authorized to practice law 
for a profit” is interpreted.

We now turn to that phrase. If that 
phrase excludes a lawyer who prac-
tices through any corporation that has 
attained tax-exempt status from the 
IRS, then Rule 5.4 would allow all such 
entities to have nonlawyers serve – not 
only as members of an “advisory” 
board – but also as members of the 
corporation’s board of directors. We do 
not think the phrase should be inter-
preted in such a broad fashion.

There is no indication that the Court 
of Appeals, in adopting Rule 5.4, 
intended that the phrase “authorized to 
practice law for a profit” should auto-
matically exclude all tax-exempt enti-
ties or nonprofit organizations from the 
restrictions imposed by paragraph (d). 

In Rule 5.4 (a)(5), the Court of Appeals 
expressly refers to a “nonprofit orga-
nization.” Had the Court intended to 
exempt all nonprofit organizations, or 
tax-exempt entities, from the strictures 
of Rule 5.4 (d), it could have easily 
done so by using language similar to 
that used in paragraph (a)(5).

In its version of Rule 5.4, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court 
refers to an organization that “is tax-
exempt under federal law” in its para-
graph (a)(4), which regulates a lawyer’s 
right to share fees with a nonlawyer and 
is comparable to Maryland’s paragraph 
(a)(5). By contrast, the Massachusetts 
Court, like the Maryland Court of 
Appeals, uses the phrase “authorized 
to practice law for a profit” in its ver-
sion of paragraph (d). This again implies 
that the phrase “authorized to practice 
law for a profit” is not the converse of 
the terms “tax-exempt entity” or “non-
profit organization,” and that whether 
an entity is “authorized to practice law 
for a profit” does not depend on whether 
it has been granted tax-exempt status. 
Indeed, depending on how operating 
“for a profit” is defined, there can be tax-
exempt entities that generate “a profit.”

A legal aid society or other simi-
lar entity providing purely pro bono 
services, and which receives no rev-
enue directly from its clients, would 
likely not be viewed as an “associa-
tion authorized to practice law for a 
profit” – but that issue is not before 
us and we need not decide it. We do 

not, however, think that a corporation 
that charges clients for legal services 
becomes something other than a corpo-
ration “authorized to practice law for a 
profit” simply by attaining the status of 
a taxexempt entity.

North Carolina shows how a juris-
diction can choose to authorize law-
yers to practice through tax-exempt 
nonprofit corporations that have non-
lawyers serving as directors or officers. 
First, N.C. Gen. St. § 84-5.1, entitled 
“Rendering of legal services by certain 
nonprofit corporations” provides:

(a) Subject to the rules and regula-
tions of the North Carolina State 
Bar, as approved by the Supreme 
Court of North Carolina, a nonprof-
it corporation, tax exempt under 
26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3), organized 
or authorized under Chapter 55A 
of the General Statutes of North 
Carolina and operating as a public 
interest law firm as defined by the 
applicable Internal Revenue Service 
guidelines or for the primary pur-
pose of rendering indigent legal 
services, may render such services 
provided by attorneys duly licensed 
to practice law in North Carolina, 
for the purposes for which the non-
profit corporation was organized. 
The nonprofit corporation must 
have a governing structure that 
does not permit an individual or 
group of individuals other than an 
attorney duly licensed to practice 
law in North Carolina to control the 
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manner or course of the legal ser-
vices rendered and must continu-
ally satisfy the criteria established 
by the Internal Revenue Service for 
26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) status, whether 
or not any action has been taken to 
revoke that status.
(b) In no instance may legal services 
rendered by a nonprofit corporation 
under subsection (a) of this section 
be conditioned upon the purchase 
or payment for any product, good, 
or service other than the legal ser-
vice rendered.

Second, North Carolina’s version 
of Rule 5.4 does not prohibit nonlaw-
yers from serving as officers or direc-
tors of any corporations that provide 
legal services. Comment 3 explains: 
“Although a nonlawyer may serve as 
a director or officer of a professional 
corporation organized to practice law 
if permitted by law, such a nonlawyer 
director or officer may not have the 
authority to direct or control the con-
duct of the lawyers who practice with 
the firm.” See also North Carolina State 
Bar 2013 Formal Ethics Opinion 9. If the 
Maryland Court of Appeals wishes to 
permit a similar arrangement, it can do 
so by amending Rule 5.4, either by fol-
lowing North Carolina’s example, or by 
expressly excluding tax-exempt entities 

from the strictures of Rule 5.4 (d).
In short, we conclude that a 

Maryland corporation, providing dis-
counted and pro bono legal services, 
may form an “advisory board” to help 
it best serve its clients and the commu-
nity at large, and that nonlawyers may 
serve on that advisory board, so long 
as that advisory board has no legal or 
governing authority over the corpora-
tion, and has no authority to direct or 
regulate a lawyer’s professional judg-
ment in rendering legal services. But 
a Maryland corporation that provides 
legal services and receives fees directly 
from its clients is not, simply by vir-
tue of being awarded tax-exempt sta-
tus from the IRS, exempted from the 
restrictions imposed by Rule 5.4 (d).

1. We note that, with exceptions that 
are not applicable here, “a corpora-
tion that is eligible to be a profes-
sional corporation under this sub-
title may not organize under any 
other corporate form permitted by 
this article.” Md. Code Ann., Corps. 
& Ass’ns § 5-102 (a)(2). Providing 
services “that may lawfully be ren-
dered only by” an attorney is a 
function that may be performed 
through a professional corporation. 
Id. § 5-101 (g).
2. Md. Code Ann., Corps. & Ass’ns 
§ 2-401 provides that a corpora-
tion’s “business and affairs” are 
“managed under the direction of a 
board of directors,” subsection (a), 
and further provides that a corpo-
ration’s powers “may be exercised 
by or under authority of the board 
of directors except as conferred on 
or reserved to the stockholders by 
law or by the charter or bylaws 
of the corporation,” subsection (b). 
Although MSLAS is a nonstock cor-
poration organized under Subtitle 

2 of Title 5, “[t]he provisions of 
the Maryland General Corporation 
Law apply to nonstock corporations 
unless: (1) [t]he context of the pro-
visions clearly requires otherwise; 
or (2) [s]pecific provisions of this 
subtitle or other subtitles governing 
specific classes of corporations pro-
vide otherwise.” Md. Code Ann., 
Corps. & Ass’ns § 5-201.
3. Moreover, an interpretation that 
would automatically exclude all 
tax-exempt entities from the provi-
sions of paragraph (d) could be at 
odds with the very purpose behind 
those provisions. As noted earlier, 
Comment 2 explains that the Rule 
“expresses traditional limits on per-
mitting a third party to direct or 
regulate the lawyer’s professional 
judgment in rendering legal ser-
vices to another.” A client who pays 
for services provided by a lawyer 
practicing through a tax-exempt 
entity is entitled to the same degree 
of professional independence as a 
client represented by a lawyer prac-
ticing in a more traditional setting.
4. North Carolina’s Rule 5.4 (d) 
states, in its entirety:

(d) A lawyer shall not practice 
with or in the form of a profes-
sional corporation or association 
authorized to practice law for a 
profit, if:
(1) a nonlawyer owns any inter-
est therein, except that a fidu-
ciary representative of the estate 
of a lawyer may hold the stock or 
interest of the lawyer for a reason-
able time during administration; 
or
(2) a nonlawyer has the right to 
direct or control the professional 
judgment of a lawyer.
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In this column, Bar Counsel often pro-
vides cautionary tales about different 
types of professional misconduct that 
may result in a lawyer’s loss of his or 
her privilege to practice law due to 
a disciplinary suspension or disbar-
ment. Apart from imposing disciplin-
ary sanctions, the Court of Appeals 
annually renders a number of lawyers 
ineligible to practice law in this State 
based upon their failure to comply with 
one or more of the eligibility require-
ments adopted by the Court. Failure 
to comply with these requirements can 
result in temporary suspension and/
or decertification, with potentially sig-
nificant adverse consequences for the 
lawyer and his or her clients.

As conditions precedent to the prac-
tice of law in this State, Maryland Rule 
16-811.5(a)(1) sets forth requirements 
for each attorney admitted by the Court 
of Appeals to provide the treasurer 
of the Client Protection Fund (CPF) 
with (A) the attorney’s Social Security 
number, (B) the attorney’s federal tax 
identification number or a statement 
that the attorney has no such number, 
and (C) annual payment of “the sum, 
and all applicable late charges, set by 
the Court of Appeals.” As a practical 
matter, providing one’s Social Security 
number is a one-time requirement. 
Attorneys, however, are expected to 
recertify continued use, or non-use, of 
tax identification numbers annually. 
Also required annually is payment of 
the monetary assessment established 

by the Court of Appeals to provide 
funding for CPF and the Disciplinary 
Fund (Rule 16-714). Rule 16-811.5(a)(3) 
authorizes the CPF trustees to set dates 
each fiscal year for compliance with the 
conditions of subsection (a)(1).

Maryland Rule 16-811.6 establish-
es procedures for enforcement of the 
obligations in Rule 16-811.5(a), again 
authorizing the CPF trustees to act 
on behalf of the Court of Appeals. 
Following a required notice of any 
delinquency and such additional dis-
cretionary notice as the trustees may 
deem desirable, Rule 16-811.6(d) directs 
that the trustees, promptly after the 
final deadline for compliance, “shall 
submit to the Court of Appeals a pro-
posed Temporary Suspension Order” 
with the names and account numbers 
of attorneys who have failed to com-
ply with an informational or payment 
obligation. The Court of Appeals then 
enters a Temporary Suspension Order 
prohibiting each non-compliant attor-
ney from practicing law in the State. 
For the preceding fiscal year, by an 
order dated March 26, 2015, the Court 
of Appeals temporarily suspended 471 
lawyers who failed to pay the annual 
assessment. By a separate order issued 
May 21, 2015, the Court suspended 69 
lawyers who failed to provide informa-
tion regarding their federal tax identifi-
cation numbers.

Two additional mandatory report-
ing requirements for Maryland attor-
neys are found in Rules 16-903 and 

16-608b. The former requires each law-
yer admitted to the Maryland Bar to 
file annually a Pro Bono Legal Service 
Report with the Administrative Office 
of the Courts (AOC). Subsection (e) of 
Rule 16-903 sets forth enforcement pro-
cedures by which the AOC ultimately 
certifies a list of lawyers who failed to 
comply with the pro bono reporting 
requirement and submits to the Court 
of Appeals “a proposed Decertification 
Order stating the names and addresses 
of those [non-compliant] lawyers . . . 
for the specified calendar year.” Rule 
16-608b establishes the duty to report 
information annually concerning the 
lawyer’s maintenance of any IOLTA 
trust account (“IOLTA” being the com-
monly known acronym for “Interest on 
Lawyer Trust Accounts” payable to the 
Maryland Legal Services Corporation). 
As with the pro bono reporting require-
ment, the AOC administers the IOLTA 
reporting requirement and is charged 
with certifying a list of non-compliant 
lawyers and submitting to the Court 
of Appeals a proposed Decertification 
Order stating the names and address of 
those lawyers.

By its most recent Decertification 
Order dated September 17, 2015, the 
Court of Appeals decertified 65 law-
yers who failed to file both the pro 
bono and IOLTA reports in 2015 fol-
lowing appropriate notice. The same 
Decertification Order decertified an 
additional eight lawyers for failing 
to file only the IOLTA report in 2015. 

Maintaining Eligibility to Practice in Maryland
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Many Maryland lawyers also remain 
decertified from previous years.

Although Temporary Suspension 
Orders and Decertification Orders do 
not constitute discipline, they have 
the effect of prohibiting the attorneys 
named therein from engaging in the 
further practice of law in the State 
of Maryland. Many lawyers named 
on such lists obtain prompt termina-
tion of their temporary suspensions, 
as provided in Rule 16-811.6(e), or 
recertification, as provided in Rules 
16-903(e)(6) and 16-608b(5)(F). Others 
do not. Regardless of whether the 
duration is brief or lengthy (often 
continuing for several years), a lawyer 
who continues to practice while tem-
porarily suspended or decertified is 
engaged in the unauthorized practice 
of law and may be subject to investiga-
tion and disciplinary prosecution for 
violating, inter alia, Rule 5.5(a) of the 

Rules of Professional Conduct. Rule 
1.5(a)’s prohibition against unreason-
able fees may be violated if fees are 
charged and collected for services per-
formed during a period of ineligibility. 
Partners and supervisory lawyers at 
law firms may also be held responsi-
ble under Rule 5.1 for violations asso-
ciated with the unauthorized practice 
of law by associate attorneys who are 
temporarily suspended or decertified.  

Separate from the potential disci-
plinary consequences an attorney may 
face for practicing law while admin-
istratively suspended or decertified is 
the question of whether actions taken 
by an attorney on behalf of a client 
while ineligible, e.g., filing pleadings 
and papers in a court action, will be 
considered a nullity. There is no defini-
tive case authority addressing this issue 
in Maryland. When raised, it is likely a 
determination for courts to address 

on a case-by-case basis by weighing a 
number of factors, including the cir-
cumstances of the lawyer’s temporary 
ineligibility and the prejudice to a cli-
ent who relied in good faith on the 
lawyer’s good standing to provide 
legal representation. To prevent such 
scenarios from arising, it is incumbent 
upon all Maryland lawyers to com-
ply with the annual eligibility require-
ments discussed herein. As a closing 
note, lawyers should be aware of their 
obligation under Rule 16-811.5(b) to 
give written notice to CPF of every 
change of address and e-mail address 
within 30 days of the change. This will 
help ensure receipt of proper notifica-
tion with regard to the payment and 
reporting requirements for continued 
eligibility to practice.

Raymond A. Hein
Deputy Bar Counsel
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